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By  N orm a  W arner

.W hile SOME people question 
Astrology’s efficacy in the world of affairs, 
let us review some very amazing predictions 
made by astrologers during the thirties. If 
Astrology has been systematically wrong dur
ing the past few years in foretelling or fore
seeing current and future world trends, let us 
admit it. If, on the other hand, Astrology 
has been scientifically studied and interpreted 
in an even moderately successful manner, let 
us admit that, too. No science is right all of 
the time for each science, though adequate and 
complete, depends upon the interpretation of 
the human instrument.
Swayed by wishful 
thinking, influenced by 
personal prejudices that 
color one’s thinking 
and inclinations, we 
must understand that, 
after all, the astrologer 
is human, subject to all 
the mistakes and errors 
of human flesh. But 
remember Evangeline 
Adam’s classic remark,

“ The doctor’s mis
take is buried ; the law
yer’s mistake is hang
ed; but the astrologer 
can’ t make mistakes!”

Nevertheless, I have 
recently been reading 
many past predictions 
contained in almanacs and astrological books 
which reveal some amazing prophecies o f this, 
our present period of world affairs. While 
“ appeasers” and “men of Munich” raved of 
“ peace in our time,” lulling us to sleep while 
vicious plotting, scheming and preparing for 
the most devastating war the world has ever 
known proceeded, the astrologer, alone of all 
peoples in the world, dared to foresee and 
point, with heavy heart, to the perils that lay 
ahead. In 1933, 1934, 1935 and subsequent 
years, people turned from their astrological 
reading with the words, “ I don’t want to 
know about those things . . .  I don’t want

to think about them . . . why be gloom-bearers, 
hearse-chasers, crape-hangers ? ? ? ?”

Well, here you are, England, France, Bel
gium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Finland, 
Italy, Germany, Greece, Albania, Americas, 
China, Japan and all other parts of the wdrld. 
You wouldn't listen, you wouldn’t read, you 
wouldn’t heed; and all the time, your leaders 
knew, surely, what was going on; for muni
tions were being madly built, schemes and plot
ting that must have reached the ears o f diplo
mats were being hatched . . . Astrology was 
revealing all this to you but you sat supine, 

content, fearful of be
ing prepared or of get
ting ready in tim'd.—  
and now the mad rush 
— the supreme effort, 
the great sacrifice. 
When, through the 
years, a calm defense 
program could have 
been followed, hysteria 
avoided, billions of dol
lars saved —  but n o ! 
you would rather per
ish “ for lack of knowl
edge.”

The important thing 
is for you to learn 
ahead of time, to res
pect the source of in
formation that can 
make you heed the 

warning signal, stop before the red light 
flashes, avoid the dangers, and even STOP 
THINGS BEFORE TH EY HAPPEN. But 
humanity, always swept by the prevailing tides 
and currents o f that particular time, would 
rather learn by experience than by wisdom 
gathered from foreknowledge.

We have the prophecies o f all this world 
turmoil and terrible danger for the forces of 
right that have been contained in our Bibles 
for thousands o f years. It even foretells the 
particular time for which to be prepared. But 
the Churches preached “ peace,” “ disarma
ment,”  “ love your brother” . . . but when you

ONE Kind of Prophecy!

A youngster walked up to a man 
on the street and offered to tell his for
tune for 15c. He asserted that if the 
man gave him the 15c for his fortune 
to be told, he could tell him the state 
he was born in, the name of his first 
love and what he weighed when he 
was born. The man dubiously gave 
the child the 15c and this is what his 
fortune consisted of:

"You were born in the STATE of in
fancy

YOUR MOTHER was your first love 
and
You weighed 16 ounces to the 

pound."
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have no brother but a force of satanic power 
that threatens to wipe out your liberty, your 
church, your happiness and security, that is no 
time to practice such policies. It is a time to 
be apostalic, to arm yourself with knowledge 
and be prepared. I f  the Christian world had 
believed TH E BIBLE, Hitler, the present war 
and terrible world crisis, would never have 
happened. It would have been crushed, have 
been prevented, before it ever began!

Now, let us turn to the Wise Men of the 
1930s, the astrologers. They followed the 
stars . . . and this is what they saw:

In England, Raphael’s Almanac of 1934, 
written in 1933, produced this prophecy of 
Germany and of Adolph Hitler,

“ In the 1933 issue zee published the nativity 
of Adolph Hitler and we need make no fur
ther comment where we said: ‘With the Sun 
angular and conjunction Mars and the pozver- 
ful, aggressive stars of “ The Rani's Horn,”  
zve do not need to ask if this man is likely 
to “ arrive”  or what his policy will be when 
he once gains power.’

“ Well, he has arrived and the powerful Sun 
is the symbol of his brutal regime.

“ The Sun is now bringing him great power 
and his enemies are likely to come out second- 
best.”  (Shades of France and Great Britain, 
the re-occupation of the Rhineland, the assault 
on Ethiopia, the Civil War in Spain . . . )

“Saturn, square Mars, is too near his meri
dian to promise him a long life and the hand 
of the assassin is likely to attack him, but 
again, the powerfid Sun brings him out on 
top.”  ( remember the bomb attempt on Hitler’s 
life in the Munich beer hall in 1939'f) “ He 
zvill bring about an entire financial change, 
REPUDIATION: OE TH E EUROPEAN 
AGREEMENTS, A VIOLENT QUARREL 
W ITH  POLAND, A N  ATTACK  UPON 
DANZIG.” ( Yet Chamberlain meekly went 
to Munich, sold out Czechoslovakia and open
ed the zvay for Germany’s invasion of Po
land) . . :

This, my critical, skeptical friends, was 
written in 1933, one year after Hitler had 
come to power in the German government, 
while statesmen throughout the world spoke 
of “ peace in our time.”

In the same 1934 issue of this English as
trological prophecy, Raphael wrote: “ Mean
time, Uranus, the God of Science, has arrived 
and has placed in infant humanity’s grasp a 
two-sided sword that threatens the destruction

of the race. Science now links with principles 
of Death and Destruction and these forces will 
be loosed upon the earth for a season.”

In the 1934 issue of this same publication, 
he wrote, “ Peking is in danger of invasion. 
Jupiter, however, brings power to the Chinese 
and they will organize and become a more co
ordinated and united unit than ever before. 
The Chinese will receive justice and outside 
help.”

“ I f  France gets into war, her chances are 
not good.”

In Foulsham’s Almanac for  1935 (written 
in 1934) this interpretation o f Hitlers horo
scope appeared: “ Adolph Hitler was born on 
April 20, 1889 just before 6 :30 p. m. The 
sign Libra zms rising with Uranus, the planet 
of reform, just above the ascendant in sextile 
to Saturn but in square to the Nodes. Saturn 
zvas elevated close to the meridian in square 
to Mars and Venus on the cusp of the 8th 
house. The horoscope is not good as only one 
planet is dignified while four are badly placed 
and Saturn is elevated. The reformative ele
ment is zveil to the fore but as Uranus is in 
square to the Nodes the■ ultimate failure of 
his plans is bound to occur and the elevated 
position of Saturn in the sign ruling Germany 
is a clear indication of downfall. His dicta
torial actions zvill not advance the destinies of 
Germany but the reverse. With Uranus ris
ing he might do much for the country but his 
ruler Venus is heavily afflicted and while he 
zvill be successful for a while, his actions will 
recoil on his own head and he will fall. While 
the reformative spirit is strong, he lacks ideal
ism and his aims are achieved more by force 
than by diplomacy. The Moon and Jupiter 
are in the sign of Capricorn but both are weak 
and debilitated and o f little benefit.

“Saturn in Hitler’s horoscope presages great 
evil not only for himself but for Germany for 
it opposes the ascendant of the German R e
public. As regards the future he will meet 
with success in his plans but later come under 
evil conditions and face a very critical period 
and zvill meet with disaster and even personal 
violence. Whatever position he may attain 
he is fated to fail in the long run. A man, 
be he a leader, military or political, in zvhose 
horoscope there are four major planets debili
tated by sign cannot hope to win power or 
prestige for any length of time and must 
eventually fall,

“ It is suggested that Hitler is the false pro
phet of Revelations X III in as much as he has 
adopted the mark o f the Swastika which is

Continued on Page 39
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Tdttciici*? A UetfifliHeA ”
Hews Before I t  Is Hews

By  A l m a  Craw ford  G ran in g

T h e  NEW  MOON ruling 
April is a solar eclipse that falls in 6 degrees 
of Aries and the 8th house of a chart calcu
lated for Washington, D. C. Eclipses falling 
in fiery signs of the zodiac, such as Aries, 
are said to “ threaten the destruction of cattle 
and other kinds o f livestock, exile, imprison
ment or murder of kings and notable rulers, 
much discontent and dissension among- the 
people; movements of armies, fighting, fires, 
fevers and pestilence, scarcity of food and 
crops.”

This astrological interpretation of eclipses 
in Aries reads almost like our newspaper head
lines and history o f the past two years, dur
ing which time the solar eclipses each year 
have been falling in Aries, first of which com
menced in April, 1939, the second in April, 
1940. The Blitzkriegs of 1940 certainly ful
filled the eclipse indications that could be fore
seen long before the actual events developed. 
The exile or imprisonment of kings and queens 
from conquered countries, (King o f Norway, 
King of Denmark, King o f Rumania, Oueen 
of Holland, King of Belgium, collapse of the 
leadership of France) the fighting, fires, epi
demics, famines, movements of armies—all 
these trooping across our current page of 
higtory.

That such conditions will be repeated and 
continued in 1941 is a foregone conclusion of 
the astrologer who studies this 1941 solar 
eclipse that introduces us to another strange, 
wild and warlike spring season. It need not 
be so, but since man is as he is, it will be be
cause man gets exactly what he gets ready 
fo r !

An eclipse falling in the 8th house o f a 
nation’s chart points to increasing taxation. 
Many deaths occur in the country. Death of 
persons connected with the government is to 
be feared. Financial troubles multiply.

Mercury's position in the 7th house for 
April indicates important foreign develop
ments. Peace rumors will spread. Diplo
matic activities will grow, much of which mav 
not become public. Visits to and from this 
country will cause spectacular rumors to de
velop. O'Ur foreign policy will be very defi
nite, dictated by the president. Critical de

cisions revolving around- the nation’s state of 
peace or war with other powers will be made.

Foreign trade will be reviving, especially 
with nations o f the American hemisphere. 
The country, as a whole, should appear much 
more prosperous. A  spectacular investment 
and speculation trend seems to develop in 
April that raises stock prices. A very fluctua- 
tive trend will develop during the fourth week 
of April, however, that continues into May, 
which could produce a sharp decline or abrupt 
economic crisis.

April is largely promising for employment. 
Labor is favored while industry marches for
ward. Some unusual economic measures are 
indicated with a great deal of secret manipula
tion going on behind the scenes that is not 
generally known.

Agriculture should prosper although con
cern about crop prospects will develop as April 
proceeds. Farmers will 'be agitating for re
forms and changes in agricultural departments. 
Livestock may be unfortunate, due to epidem
ics and weather conditions.

April is usually a month of lusty weather 
and this April of 1941 will be no exception 
to the rule. Early heat will probably deyelop 
to -be followed by an extremely cold Wave 
when Mars squares Saturn around the 25th. 
We are entering a very critical period in the 
next two months for extreme weather condi
tions and earthquakes that grow very violent 
during May.

Disasters affecting American defenses and 
national forces will be more numerous. Avia
tion and naval losses will mount, due to sabo
tage as well as -accidents or explosions. Mars 
opposition Pluto on the 5th-6th, Mars square 
Saturn on the 25th are very violent aspects 
that warn o f these dangers.

Some restricting, sorrowful conditions will 
lower the American outlook and normal hap
piness but the nation will vigorously work to 
better national prospects and increase pros
perity. April, until- the 20th, is influenced 
by a very fortunate trine aspect of Mars and 
Neptune which is conducive to inspiration and 
optimism.
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The New Moon ruling M'ay falls on April 
26 which will greatly alter national prospects. 
Critical emergencies will then begin to con
front the United States and its people, as well 
as all other countries. It is here that the 
American destiny in relation to war abroad 
and international happenings will begin to be 
manifest in no uncertain terms!

AROUND THE W ORLD

Russia seems to grow increasingly belliger
ent this month. New economic programs will 
be inaugurated. The Soviet Union seems to 
grow very prosperous and fortunate in dealing 
with other powers. New aggressive moves to
ward other countries will be made. War 
crisis and quarrels with another power may 
develop around the 6th. A naval or shipping- 
disaster for Russia is indicated. The armies 
of the country will be in action. Improving 
agricultural conditions will help strengthen 
Russia’s foreign moves. Secret diplomacy and 
treaties will be carried on.

India and the Orient will not be fortunate 
this month. Earthquakes and violent atmos
pheric conditions will cause much damage. 
Naval action in the far east is indicated. War
like conditions will threaten in this part of 
the world with the possibility that Russia 
grows more belligerent and victorious in any 
moves in this direction.

China’s prospects for April are very unusual. 
Increasing economic improvements should bet
ter her chances. Weather conditions and 
earthquakes are destructive, however. Violent 
fighting seems to be foreshown under the 
Mars-Pluto opposition with danger for Chinese 
leaders.

The solar eclipse falls in Japan’s 1st house 
with Neptune in the Descendant. This is 
ominous for the welfare and safety o f the 
oulblic as well as for any peaceful prospects. 
Japan will face a year of civil strife and under
mining conditions of public unrest. Economic 
difficulties are increasingly serious. Political 
changes will occur with startling rapidity from 
now on in Japan. A great Japanese personage 
may die while failure in national undertakings 
can be expected.

London’s outlook for April is very unusual. 
Uranus lies on the cusp of the 8th house, in
dicative of surprise attacks and loss of many 
lives. Saturn and Jupiter are in the 7th 
house, emphasizing increasing diplomatic ac
tivity, while the solar eclipse falls on the cusp 
of the 6th house. This could lead to- a 
strengthening of Labor’s powers and position 
in the country. It indicates rapid political

changes in connection with government and 
the army. Armed troops will be much more 
active. Britain should be on guard more than 
ever before against Fifth Column activities, 
treachery from neighboring nations- and peace 
overtures that are tricky and fraudulent. 
There is more danger of betrayal from within 
or without now with some threat of loss for 
the fighting forces. Royalty will be unfor
tunate. The passing of members of the royal 
family as well as of other outstanding leaders 
and ambassadors is to be feared during 1941. 
British valor will be undefeated. The con
quering spirit of these courageous people paves 
the road into the future, a living example to 
all weary peoples, everywhere, o f the famous, 
historic phrase, “ Give me Liberty or give me 
death.”

Italy’s prospects continue to be gloomy. The 
solar eclipse in Aries falls in the 5th house 
of Rome’s chart, in which we foresee great 
political changes in Italy, affecting its leader
ship both of the Fascist regime and in con
nection with the Royal House. Death of 
royalty and national mourning over the pass
ing of prominent national figures accompanies 
this eclipse for Italy. The people will be in 
an aggressive, fighting, rebellious mood but 
many indications of civil strife and unrest 
exist.

Berlin has an April chart that is very simi
lar in planetary positions to that of Rome. 
The solar eclipse falling in Germany’s 5th 
house is unfortunate for theatres, places of 
amusement, the nobility and government. A 
prominent leader passes from the picture. 
Young people and children will be very un
fortunate. Unrest will spread among the peo
ple. A great deal of secrecy will surround 
the country’s diplomatic activities and nego
tiations with neighboring countries. Mars in 
Aquarius during April transits across the Nazi 
regime horoscope’s 10th house and its Aqua
rius planets, signifying violent happenings in 
Germany and her conquered territories, with 
new programs promoted in connection with the 
war. There will be no peace or lessening of 
strife so far as Germany is concerned this 
month for the war-trend is too- violent and 
powerful. Startling happenings in relation 
to German leaders, however, will create crisis!

Devastating earthquakes and violent disas
ters will spread through Europe. Crops will 
suffer, the people will be very unfortunate and 
miserable.

The turn o f world events during the Spring 
Quarter will quickly bring matters to a climax
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or further state of crisis that reaches an ex
plosive point during May.

PLANETARY ASPECTS AND EVENTS

Mars enters Aquarius on April 1 where it 
remains until May 16. This position of Mars 
is not conducive to peace, security or good 
fortune for people born in the fixed signs of 
Aquarius, Taurus, Leo and Scorpio. More 
danger o f accidents, strife, sickness of a sud
den, feverish nature and trouble will thus af
fect these people.

Mars farms two adverse aspects, an opposi
tion to Pluto on the 5th, which is always very 
dangerous due to the violent trends that are 
set in motion which correspond to increasing 
accidents, disasters, fires and explosions; and 
another square aspect to Saturn on the 25th- 
26th which coincides with periods of brutal 
warfare, crimes, murders, violent accidents 
and upheavals of nature.

Mercury transits in Pisces until the 12th 
when it enters Aries moving rapidly through 
this sign into Taurus on the 29th. While Mer
cury is in Pisces it opposes Neptune on the 
9th, bringing an element of treachery, con
fusion, bungling and misrepresentation into 
world affairs, secretive rumors, gossip, scan
dals and trouble into individual lives.

While in Aries between the 12th and 29'th,- 
Mercury forms no adverse aspects. In Aries, 
M'ercury creates activity of the mind, stimu
lates ideas, inventions, prosperity. It is con
ducive to quick action on the physical plane 
as the body responds to the fiery prodding of 
the mental impulses. That which is mulled 
over, planned, hesitated about, delayed and not 
clear when Mercury is in Pisces is quickly 
executed and finished when it is in Aries. 
Events occur with lightning-like speech actions 
are unpremeditated and impulsive. We are 
impatient to get things done and underway.

Venus will be in Aries until the 19th. It, 
too, forms no adverse aspect but is in con
junction with the Sun on the 19th, ordinarily 
an aspect of good luck, happiness, peace and 
goodwill. Venus goes into Taurus on the 
20th, where it squares Pluto on the 22nd 
while Mercury squares Pluto on the 29th- 
30th,. with the Sun forming this aspect to 
Pluto on the 23rd. Hence the period follow
ing the 20th is hardly likely to be peaceful, 
fortunate or healthy for the world or for peo
ple, in general.

There will undoubtedly be a marked turn
ing point in the war and in European condi-
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tions this month, especially so during the last 
ten days, as well as around the 5th, 9th.

The 18th, 19th are the “ luckiest” days i|or 
happiness, romance, social matters, entertain
ment and personal affairs. The 5th, 9th, 22pd, 
23rd, 25th, 29th, 30th will be the most violent, 
adverse dates of April, although the period 
around the Full Moon (the 11th) of each 
month is always a time of increasing tension 
and full activity of all the events scheduled 
for any month.

Mars opposition Pluto in 2 Leo on the 5th 
is a dangerous aspect for risks of any kin 
Emotional tension creates smouldering fi 
that burst into expression, thus creating v 
lent quarrelsome conditions. This aspect 
coincided with the fatal accidents and ex 
sions of which sabotage has been suspect 
Violence through war or crime occurs.

Mercury’s opposition to Neptune on the 9th 
is secretive, treacherous and unreliable. Don’t 
believe all you see and none of what you hear 
at this time. Be on guard to belittle propa
ganda and rumors. Peace trends will be 
floated. Things will be lied about, glossed 
over, hidden and confused. Travel, business 
dealings, promises are ill fated at this time. 
People feel disillusioned, want to believe the 
impossible, look at life through rose colored 
glasses and refuse to review real facts, when 
Mercury is in Pisces and especially are self- 
deceived when it is afflicting Neptune.

The -Sun’s conjunction with Venus on the 
19th is more emotionally happy, is victorious 
for various forces fighting for some goal or 
object, is more benefic for social events and 
enjoyment.

The square aspects of Venus, the Sun and 
Mercury to Pluto during the last ten days of 
April will breed intrigue, sabotage, espionage 
scares, prison outbreaks and crime. Forcé is 
anplied to get one’s way, to reach one’s objec
tive, that is harmful to others. Racketeering, 
in individual acts and especially in politics and 
government decisions or acts, prevails around 
the world. Naval and aviation accidents will 
be prevalent during this period unless unusual
ly safe precautions are observed.

The Mars-Satum square of the 25th is. 
brutal, cold, merciless one of the month.

and national
ce spirit ex

the
It

sts.
is unfortunate for monarchs 
leaders. A turbulent, war 
One is inclined to feel vengeful and cold to 
others. Discontent on the part of the people 
creates mobs and riots. Crimes and outrages 
flourish at such a time. Violent accidents,

Continued on Page 39
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S till \Joice Saturn
T r a n s i t  O v e r  N a t a l  S u n

By  M it zi N oee

B O B  TURNER'S thoughts ran 
on and on as he picked out a soft blue tie 
and fastened it in place with an initialed tie 
clasp. He got into his coat and reached for 
his light felt bat. He argued with himself. 
What does it matter what you wear? Every
one has to wear something. Such materialism,

A fellow didn’t mind serious moods once 
in a while but this mood of his had lasted 
far too long. For over two years now he’d 
known this troubled unrest of his mind . . . 
this probing into the depths of the why and 
wherefore. It was about to get him down. 
In his effort to understand himself he had 
turned to philosophy and religion. Even medi
tation appealed to him now and before he had 
thought it was simply a trick of the adepts.

He puffed on a newly lighted cigarette as 
he snapped the room into darkness by the wall 
switch. He took a key out of his pocket.

“ Lock the door securely. W'hat have you 
got in there that you can keep forever?”  The 
inner voice sounded loud as if a man had 
spoken to him from the doorway. He'd leave 
it unlocked.

He straightened his shoulders and moved 
to the stairway and to the front door of the 
rooming house. There was no one in sight. 
He walked up the street toward the brightly 
lighted section of town. Just ahead o f him, 
turning onto his street, he saw ia young couple. 
There w*as something about them that made 
Bob think they were happy. But were they? 
Did they, too, have thoughts that bothered 
them ? Were they curious about the why and 
wherefore of things?

He smiled to himself as he im agined their 
surprised faces if he were to catch up with 
them and ask them bluntly, “ Do you wonder 
about things . . . try to reason about God 
. . . want to think and think and think about 
stuff that almost drives you crazy?”

No doubt the young fellow would smile at 
his girl friend and make circles at his head 
with his finger.

Everybody said trouble was a great teacher. 
Maybe he was just growing up. Everything

in life seemed to have more purpose now 
whereas before he took too much for granted. 
He was thirty-two years old, surely old enough 
to be grown up. There bad been his marriage, 
the two children, divorce, unemployment, ill 
health, and then his mother’s death. This had 
all left marks on him. He could see that he 
was changing. He was more serious.

“Hello, Bob,” a friend greeted him from 
the steps of a tavern. “Come in and have a 
drink with me.”

“ Sure,” Bob stopped and they went in to
gether.

“ You look like you could stand a drink, 
Bob. What’s the matter lately? Thinking 
about Elinor and the kids?”

“Just thinking, I guess.”
The girl in the picture on the wall reminded 

him of Elinor. It was the way her hair waved 
back from her face or maybe it was the coy 
expression. She was about Elinor’s size in a 
bathing suit. The beer was good. He ordered 
more. Funny how some people drank too 
much. Why couldn’t the fools know when 
they’d had enough. It caused broken homes, 
heartaches and lost jobs. The use of a thing 
didn’t make it wrong. It was mis-use that 
caused all the trouble. From mis-use came 
abuse . . . and all the complications.

“ Have some more, Bob?”
“ No thanks, Kenneth. I ’m going now.”
“ Let’s you and I walk over to the dance 

at the El Chappo. May have a good time,” 
suggested Kenneth.

“ Can’t tonight, Ken, because I’m going for 
a nice long walk. I don’t feel like mixing 
with people. I want to be alone.”

The fellow stared after him as he left.
You live alone and you die alone. Nobody 

really understands you ! That hateful inner 
voice kepi repeating. The staccatoed rhythm 
of the words kept time with Bob’s steps until 
he found himself stopping now and then to 
trick them into silence.

He passed the hospital and noticed Doc 
Spencer coming down the steps. He wondered
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about the doctor and rather envied him his 
materialistic outlook on life. A course in 
medical school sort of took higher thought 
processes for a merry ride. Doctors came out 
of their training- to face the world on its own 
terms. Maybe he should have been a doctor 
like his father wanted him to be.

He’d wasted so much o f life. Time went 
faster as a man got older. He realized that
now. In a few years he’d be at the half way
mark . . . and what to show for it? He
hadn’t even made a success of his marriage
. . . not that he was to blame for all the 
trouble. Elinor was a partner in the venture.

He walked on and wondered if she was 
having such a time as he was . . . thinking 
about things . . . dissatisfied and wondering. 
But she had Tommy and Sue with her. 
Wouldn’t that help, or would it only remind 
her of the Past when she evidently wanted 
to forget?

He had walked miles and suddenly he felt 
tired. To get to his room and rest seemed 
the answer to all his problems. The walk 
home seemed longer. He was too* absorbed 
to notice the lovely moon, the patches of blue 
sky studded with stars showing through the 
lace work of the tall trees. He walked faster 
as he neared his room. There was a light in 
his room. Someone would have to bother him 
tonight when he felt like this. He hurried 
up the stairs to face his visitor.

Elinor sat on his bed with a wadded hand
kerchief in her hand.

“ Elinor, you . . . what is the matter?’’ He 
stood in the door looking at her.

“ I had to see you. Bob. I’ve been through 
so much in the last few months.’ ’ Her lips 
quivered. Her blue eyes looked at him and 
through him. Suddenly she was in his arms 
and Bob held her as if he’d never let her go.

“ I saw an Astrologer, Bob,” Elinor whis
pered as she looked up at him from the circle 
of his arm. “ This woman helped me to under
stand about us. She says our birthdays, being 
so close together and in the same year, make 
us subject to the same influences and transits.” 
She broke o ff as he looked puzzled.

“ It’s Saturn, Bob. The planet changes a 
person . . . makes them over into something 
better . . . takes the dead wood out of a life 
when if transits over the natal Sun. Don’t 
vou see . . . we didn’t understand what was 
happening to us. We thought love had gone. 
It was being tried by fire to prove its reality 
and depth.”

“ Elinor, you’ve had these serious moods, 
too, then? You thought being free from me 
would solve your problem and I thought the 
same thing! I don’t know anything about 
Astrology but we’re going to- learn it to
gether.”

Elinor cried again. Bob sat by her on the 
bed and held her close again. Tie whispered, 
“ There’s a big round moon. Let’s get out
side and walk.”

“ Moon in Pisces . 
said as she smiled.

made for love,” Elinor
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P S Y C H O A N A L Y Z I N G  T H E  D I C T A T O R S
B y 'Ma n l y  P. H all

IVJO'ST PEOPLE have .an innate 
conviction that some of the European leaders 
— at least some of them— are mildly or vio
lently crazy but they haven't a complete ter
minology with which to express their convic
tions. They have no adequate vocabulary to 
tell what they think about these people without 
unpleasantly affecting the sensibilities of their 
associates.

Playing on the principles of fear, the pro
pagandist, publicist, advertiser or eommercial- 
ist are constantly exploiting the individual, re
minding him that his worst forebodings may 
be true. Man, himself, when confronted with 
two emotions, one of which tells him all is 
well and the other which tells all is not well, 
will elect to believe fear rather than confidence. 
He is convinced that things are more apt to go 
wrong than right and becomes fearful when 
things are too right.

Into this atmosphere of fear, into this world 
that is ruled by constant uncertainties, there 
come personalities destined to change the 
course o f history, that often rise to positions 
of extraordinary power and influence.

In the closing years of the Hapsburg Dy
nasty and1 in the opening years of its previous 
existence as a democratic state, Austria was 
particularly fearful. The monarchy had been 
particularly unfortunate for about eighty 
years. When man begins to lose faith in es
tablished institutions his primitive instincts 
assert themselves. In Austria, particularly 
in Vienna, superstitions and mystery began to 
reveal itself as the dominating mood of the 
public mind. For a number of years, Vienna 
became a second Epehsus. Southern Califor
nia has been mild and inconsequential from 
the standpoint of new thought movements 
when compared to Vienna.

Here, in the shadow of the collapsing Haps
burg Dynasty, there grew up a wild, rank 
occultism. Strange magicians appeared. 
Strange groups sacrificed to strange gods, the 
Black Sabbath was celebrated. The public 
mind, losing faith, turned Faust-like to Me- 
phistopheles. All forms of strange, mysteri
ous, magic arts enjoyed a wide popularity and 
attracted the best minds of Austria. Sensing 
an impending doom they turned to these mys
teries for consolation.

In the midst of this' chemistry of the in
credible there moved the insignificant, incon-.

spicuous figure of Adolph Hitler, at that time 
a man unknown except for an occasional ora
torical outburst, a man without any sphere of 
influence, almost without education. This 
little extemporal, the second corporal in all 
history to rise to extraordinary rank, moved 
in an atmosphere peculiarly congenial to his 
own neurosis. Evidently born and reared in 
an atmosphere in which he suffered from in
troversion, thwarted, neurotic, he was the ex
act type of mind that would be drawn to the 
mysterious, to all that strange gallimaufry of 
cults and doctrines.

In Vienna he contacted a sorcerer, a man 
who later was to change the destiny of the 
whole world, by changing the life of one man. 
It was from this strange personality that Hit
ler studied Astrology itself, studied other oc
cult arts, and certainly under the tutelage of 
this man his divinity complex took shape.

In this he was no more nor. less than the 
average metaphysician. There is a state thru 
which all would -be aspirants to spiritual mat
ters have to pass in which they believe they 
are having long talks with adepts and are pe
culiarly favored by the Almighty. Nearly all 
metaphysicians go thru a stage of metaphysi
cal adolescence in which they believe they have 
been elected by the Infinite to some peculiar 
office. It is only after years of study that 
the metaphysician recovers and realizes that 
he is merely another human being.

This Adolph Hitler who was to play so large 
a part in history went into the same cycle of 
almost inevitable reaction, out of which his 
neurosis and natural introversion fashioned 
the curious structure of his destined purpose. 
It was unquestionably the effect of Vienna, 
the effect of the sorcerer, that changed a blind 
impulse into a concrete working pattern. Even 
as Napoleon was a product of the superstitions 
of Corsica, so Hitler is a product of the super
stitions of Vienna, each practically identical 
with the other in the curious lore and mysti
cism with which they were immersed.

■Out of this strange complexity of things 
has come a man of very simple, austere per
sonal life, whose character is probably in many 
respects exemplary', whose great (if  we may 
have the liberty of calling it his great) fault 
being not as much his personal character as the 
fanaticism with which he is fired, a frenzv 
which in the effort to accomplish a purpose
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he believes he sees, is willing to tear down a 
world which he is in no position to restore. 
In this he is like many religious leaders who 
have in the past persecuted religions and phil
osophy and then tried to put in the place of 
that which they destroy something infinitely 
inferior.

Spurred on by fanaticism, the almost impos
sible is accomplished. The elements and requi
sites o f the morbid condition which has arisen 
is to be found in the temperament and life of 
the person. In order to be a really successful 
dictator you must have a comparatively small, 
inadequate body. It is like the small child, 
the backward child who, denied numerous 
privileges because he is believed too- sickly for 
responsibilities.

Another important requisite for dictatorship 
is the intellectual resistance to education which 
dulls the tools of dictatorship. The educated 
individual is usually educated out of his con
victions.

Today we are confronted with the most 
dangerous form of leadership the world has 
ever known, also the most powerful. The 
most powerful leadership is religious leader
ship. It is far deeper than any political form 
of government. The Messiah is the- most 
powerful form of human being. The man who 
believes in his divine destiny and is able to 
sell that belief becomes not only a leader but 
a monarch, not necessarily by demanding 
power but by having it bestowed upon him.

In the case of Stalin and Mussolini, wTom 
we can classify together, we have a very dif
ferent situation although it is apparently par
allel. Adolph Hitler has not sold National 
Socialism to Germany. National Socialism 
has sold Adolph Hitler to Germany. It doesn’t 
mean a great deal to the German mind 
whether Hitler is a National Socialist or not, 
because it is Hitler. He is the movement, he 
is the party, he is the entire structure. The 
allegiance is to the man, the picture is of the 
man. The name in everyone’s mouth is the 
man. Every transaction of business is “ Heil, 
Hitler.”  It isn’t like the National Socialist 
Party going on, it is Hitler; but in Russia 
it is Communism and Comrade Stalin. Stalin 
is recognized as the power of the State but 
his State is before the man.

Mussolini is willing to control but not to 
obviously dominate. He is willing to permit 
the King's face on the postage stamps, run
ning the King if he can but letting a certain 
amount of glamour go to him. Both Stalin 
and Mussolini have positions of political lead

ership but they are not divine persons for very 
good reasons. First, because Russia does not 
Ijelieve in divine persons and cannot canonize 
Stalin without sounding contradictory and it 
is impossible for Italy to canonize Mussolini 
until after he is dead without breaking down 
the structure of the Roman Catholic procedure.

So you have removed from these men the 
peculiar fatalistic, mesmeric quality that caused 
Hitler to rise head and shoulders above them 
both as a dramatic personality, which will ulti
mately cause him to go down in history as 
one of the ten dramatic personalities in the 
world. The consequences of his actions may 
be horrible but the drama of his actions can
not be denied. It is the drama of the supreme 
madman, the man who plays God. There is 
nothing more fantastic than a man trying to 
administer the power o f the Almighty. It is 
something so far from human possibility and 
yet ¡so close to human ambition, something 
"for which man is so desirous yet so unfit that 
when one man emerges who does dare, he 
dominates. But, because his knowledge and 
his understanding are not equal to His daring, 
he always drenches the world in woe.

Here we have a pattern, the picture of a 
situation with which we are confronted. We 
are faced with a complex that is living a man. 
It is no longer within the power of this man 
to control himself in all probabilities, ft is 
conceivable that from a physical, actually tech
nical psysiological standpoint, the man wjould 
be regarded as sane but it is true that be is 
not balanced. He is unbalanced, yet that type 
of unbalance is the same form of unbalance 
that has produced the great geniuses of art, 
music and culture. It is unfortunate that his 
form of unbalance has taken this military 
pattern.

In Mussolini’s case, we have a strong man 
with a natural tendency to leadership, work
ing among a people that was without leader
ship, a man who took a job and did it but 
who is now, like many another leader, under 
the sway and menace of totalitarian National 
Socialism of Germany.

In the case of Stalin, we have a shrewd 
peasant working with a nation kept in a state 
of serfdom for centuries, a peasant using 
peasant means and a peasant viewpoint fol
lowing the natural procedure of surrounding 
himself with a peasant hierarchy and engaged 
in a clever game of horse-swapping for world 
dominion. He is an explainable man with 
whom any nation can do business if it can 
talk the language.

Continued on Page 39
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v l  m

T o d a y , as never before, men's 
hearts are turning to God for understanding 
and solace. We find these things in Astrology 
which in turn leads to the Bible now, moreso 
than ever before, God’s messenger, a source 
of comfort, knowledge and wisdom for those 
who seek Truth, for those zoho understand it!

The original documents of the Bible are not 
in existence, to anyone’s knowledge. It would 
be surprising if they were. The skeptical and 
uninformed may ask, “ How do we know that 
the Bible is the same as that originally com
municated ?”

The research student is not puzzled or 
baffled by such an argument. He has too 
much evidence in 
support of the ac
tual transmission 
and genuineness of 
the Bible. If we 
had the original 
docum ents, we 
would have to 
prove their authen
ticity much as we 
now have to prove 
that our Bible is a 
translation of the 
lon g -lost docu 
ments.

Since the docu
ments from which our Bible comes to us are 
gone, how was the Bible preserved and do we 
have conclusive proof that what has been pre
served is the same as that which was lost?

The sacred writings were preserved in the 
Ark, afterwards .n the temple and later in the 
synagogues. During the persecutions of the 
church, the original manuscripts disappeared. 
These originals have been preserved in the 
copies made for the use of the churches. They 
are in two forms, uncial manuscripts, those 
written in capital letters and cursives, those 
written in a running hand.

The most ancient manuscripts of the Old 
Testament, made in different countries and of 
unquestioned authority, are the Alexandrian, 
the Vatican, the Ephraem, the Sinaitic and the

Beza. The most important ancient versions 
of the New Testament are the Peshito, the 
Gothic, the Aethecpic, the Coptic, the Vulgate.

The Alexandrian manuscript has been pre
served in the British Museum since 1753. It 
was brought from Alexandria and was prob
ably written in Egypt. In 1628 it was pre
sented to Charles I by Cyril Lucar of Con- 
stantiuocple. The Vatican, so called because 
it has been preserved in the Vatican at Rome, 
is an uncial manuscript. It is probably the 
oldest of all the manuscripts. The Ainaitic 
was discovered in 1859 in a convent at Mt. 
Sinai. The history of its recovery is a fasci
nating story. This greatest treasure of the

Eastern Church is 
preserved in the Li
brary of Petrograd. 
One of the princi
pal versions of the 
Bible is the Tar- 
gums, a Chaldee 
word s ig n ify in g  
“ i nterpretation .” 
F o llow in g  the 
Babylonian captivi
ty, changes in lan
guage necessitated 
interpretations of 
'the Scriptures.

The Septaugint, 
one of the most important versions of the 
Bible 1 mown as the LXX is a translation of 
the Old Testament into the Greek. It dates 
from about 300' years before Christ. Accord
ing to tradition it was prepared by seventy- 
two elders at the request of ¡the King of Egypt. 
At that time the Greek language was the -most 
generally understood hence the service render
ed by this version in making possible the wide 
circulation and reading of the Old Testament, 
preserved in a language more perfect than its 
original tongue and thus paved the way for 
the advent of Christ.

So many errors had crept into the Latin 
versions about the end of the fourth century 
that a more accurate version was necessary. 
The work of bringing forth such a version 
was undertaken by Jerome, one of the great-
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est scholars of his day. This was in A. D. 
383 at the request of Damascus, bishop of 
Rome.

Another thing that has an important bear
ing- upon the preservation of the Bible is the 
agreement of the Samaritan Pentateuch with 
the Saptauint Version. This dates back to the 
period following the Babylonian captivity more 
than 500 years before Christ. It is in perfect 
agreement with the Jewish version of the Old 
Testament. The significance of this is fully 
appreciated when attention is called to the 
bitter enmity that existed between the Jews 
and the Samaritans.

Another factor to consider in realizing the 
authenticity of our Bible is the attitude of 
the Jews toward their sacred writings. Jose
phus records the manner that the Jews regard
ed the Divine authority and character of their 
Scriptures. It was an' unpardonable sin to 
alter these divinely inspired Scriptures. So 
fixed was this conviction that they wrould en
dure any form of torture and death rather 
than be guilty of the sin of altering one jot 
of their sacred books.

The effect of all this upon the preservation 
of the text of the Old Testament cannot be 
overestimated.

The history of the English version of the 
Bible supports this thesis. From the time of 
Wycliffe's Version, the first complete Bible 
in the English language, to the Revised Ver
sion in 1885 was a period o f 500 years of 
English revisions. Thus we have Wycliffe’s 
Bible, the Tyndale Version, the Coverdale, 
Matthew’s, the Genevan, the Bishop's Bible, 
the Authorized and the Revised Version and 
since then the American Revision.

The scriptures were originally written on 
rolls of parchment and were copied with the 
utmost care. It is interesting to study the 
different versions of the Bible which were 
produced by men inspired to bring God's Word 
to the people.

In 1384 the Wycliffe Version appeared. He 
was the first person who conceived the idea 
o f giving his countrymen the whole Bible in 
the English language. It was made from the 
Latin Vulgate, the celebrated translation by 
Jerome, in the 4th century.

For 130 years W ycliffe’s Version was the 
only one in the English language, in western 
Europe. No book, before the invention of 
printing, ever had such widespread circulation. 
Every copy had tô  be written by hand.

Wycliffe employed a number of scribes but 
they could not supply the growing demand. 
The farmers were so anxious to obtain the 
Word of God that they would barter a load 
o f hay for a few lines of scripture. After 
twenty years, persecution checked this Bible. 
Wycliffe had completed the version of the 
New Testament and was preparing with a 
friend, Nicholas, to translate the Old Testa
ment when the Roman prelates interferred. 
Nicholas was tried, sentenced and imprisoned 
in Rome but escaped. He was unable to re
turn to England. Wycliffe, himself, continued 
the translation until his death. He was 
charged with heresy and expelled from the 
university, was afterward summoned to Rome 
to answer charges preferred by the pope but 
he died. Rome’s enmity followed him to the 
tomb, however, for in 1415 the Council of 
Constance which burned John Huss, decreed 
that the ashes of the English heretic should 
be cast out of consecrated ground.

In 1484 William Tyndale was born. Print
ing had been invented and the reformation 
had begun. Europe was shaking under its 
compelling force. Luther had given his Ger
man Bible to his countrymen. Tyndale, forced 
by persecution to leave England, fled to Hol
land where in 1525 he translated the New 
Testament and slipped it back to the English 
people. He and his assistants perished as 
heretics. Three thousand of Tyndale’s Testa
ments were secretly shipped to England in 
1526 but the book was condemned. The read
ing of them was prohibited on pain of death. 
Tyndale’s Testament was the first printed edi
tion of any part of the Bible in the English 
language.

In 1553 the Coverdale Bible was produced. 
It was the first printed edition of the entire 
scriptures in the English language.

In 1537 the Matthew’s Bible appeared. Tyn
dale, in prison, had continued his translation 
of the Bible. His manuscripts fell into the 
hands of a friend who resolved to continue 
the work. It was aided by Thomas Matthew 
in whose name it was published. In just a 
year after Tyndale’s martyrdom, his Bible was 
published and circulated freely in England by 
Royal Decree, the first Bible printed on Eng
lish soil.

Several Bible translations continued to ap
pear in England, despite constant persecution. 
When M'ary ascended the throne, in 1553, 
reigning for five years, it was prohibited. 
Those who had been diligent in translating 
and publishing the Bibles were burned at the
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stake although some escaped to Geneva. It 
was here that the very superior translation was 
produced.

In 1568 the Bishop’s Bible appeared. On 
Elizabeth's ascension to the English throne, 
the bishops of the English church began to 
consider a new version or revision of the Bible.

During the Middle Ages, the persecution of 
the established Church prohibited freedom in 
reading the Bible for they averred that it was 
to be taught the people by the established 
teachers. However, in our modern day all 
Churches solemnly advise their people to read 
the Bible.

In 1611, the famous King James Version 
of the Bible appeared. The men who made 
this translation were among the finest Eng
lish scholars. It became the English Bible 
through public preference.

In 1885 the Revised Version appeared, pro
duced by both English and American scholars 
who collaborated in the work.

The story o f the English Bible is one of 
fascinating romartce, toil and pain. W ydiffe, 
who first conceived the idea of giving the 
people the Bible in their own language, suf
fered years o f  toil, hardships and persecution, 
his ashes cast out of sacred ground years after 
his death. Tyndale, who gave us our first 
Testament from the Greek, was strangled and 
burned in Antwerp, his dying prayer being, 
“ Lord, open the eyes of the king of England.”

Frvth and Roye, aids of Tyndale, met a 
cruel death. Coverdale, who gave us our first 
printed Bible, narrowly escaped death at the 
stake, by exile. Rogers, who gave us the 
multiform basis of our present Bible, was the 
first victim of the Marian persecution; Cran- 
mer, who left us our Psalter, died in agony. 
The work was crowned with martyrdom that 
gave us the Book which restores Paradise, 
opens Heaven and discloses the gates of Hell. 
The men who gave us this treasure suffered 
agony to do so but they enabled us to gain 
entry into a world of pleasure and spiritual 
inspiration!

The word “ Bible” comes from the Greek 
plural “ ta Biblia” which means “ The Sacred 
Books.” The Greek word for Covenant was 
often translated “ Testament,” thus the Wes- 
tern world still uses the names of the Old 
and New Testament.

The Hebrew Scriptures or Old Testament 
are called thus because they pertain to the 
Old Covenant. It appealed, in a historical way,

to men who translated it into Greek 300 years 
before Christ. The New Testament is the 
sacred Scripture of the last dispensation in 
which a New Covenant was made between 
God and man, in which all mankind are o f
fered the privileges of adoption as the sons 
of God.

The age preceding that of the pprop'hets is 
full of interest. Research of the last century 
has brought it into the rang-e of our vision. 
The spade of the explorer and the enthusiasm 
of scholars who have devoted their lives to 
deciphering of texts, have brought us an in
side view of social life, not only of ancient 
Egypt but in the early history of Babylonia. 
A few years ago it was claimed that the As
syrians mentioned in the Old Testament were 
mythical but the names have been found en
graven on stones and plates of clay recovered 
from lost, buried libraries. Research has 
shown that every people has its tradition of 
the great flood known as the Deluge. Early 
tradition also gives the story of the creation 
and disobedience of man but it is only in the 
Bible that we find the simple history of these 
things.
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★

“ Your old men stall dream dreams,
Your young men shall see visions.”

★

P R O P H E C Y  is a strange thing.
I doubt if there has ever been a previous time 
in history that has found so many people of 
all walks of life interested in interpreting fu
ture conditions.

We are all endeavoring to remove the 
question mark from the future and secure 
some sort of an opinion of what to prepare 
for. It is too bad that this trend did not seri
ously develop in the past. Had we, during 
the thirties, known of what lay ahead, we 
could have avoided many of the tragic, fatal, 
destructive events. Now that the world is in 
the deep, dark tunnel of tragedy, she seeks to 
lighten the gloom ahead.

Phophecy is the key to the future. It is 
the light that brightens our onward struggle.
It is the interpreter of the strange events that 
are history in the making.

It is interesting to study past prophecies 
that deal with our present age.

In 1928, a world famous seer, using As
trology as the basis for his predictions, pub- 
hshed a boo's in which he wrote of The Fate 
of Nations. He was Cheiro, the man who had 
successfully foretold the fate of illustrious 
figures and powerful nations.

He hft this book to posterity, knowing that 
Time alone would justify its contents. Here 
are some of the things he wrote:

“ Great Britain and The United States are 
compelled, by a magnetic, occult force, to join 
together not only to protect their nationality 
and their interests, but all they as nations stand 
for in the great plan of Progress and Human
ity.

“ Statesmen are keenly Hatching the trend 
of events governing the relations between 
France and England, Comrades in the Great 
War— or I should prefer to say Allies forced 
into a common line of action— today there is 
irritation, bitterness, arid a sense of growing 
isolation between the tzvo nations. There is 
no real union between Paris and London.

France AS A COUNTRY is antagonistic to
ward England AS A1 COUNTRY and there 
can never be- unity or any real friendship ¡be
tween them.

“ It is only War in the end that will save 
humanity. It is only when the world zvill be 
satiated with blood, destruction and violence 
that it will wake from its present nightmare 
of madness— and thus it is that the coming 
‘War of Wars’ fits into the design of things.”

Writing of the then Prince of Wales,, the 
present Duke of Windsor who abdicated the 
British throne "for the woman I love,” Cheiro 
wrote :

“He will fall a victim of a devastating love 
affair. I f  lie does, I predict .that the Prince 
zvill giz’c up everything, even the chance of 
being crowned, rather than lose the object of 
his affection,

“ Viewing the future, I see great and menac
ing times overshadowing England, zvhile over 
the Palace and the Royal Family, the immedi
ate present and the coming years arc full of 
ominous signs that have no parallel in récent 
times.”

Writing of the United States, Cheiro con
tinues,

“ American interests in China will cause a 
rupture zvith Japan zvhich zvill bring on'zvar 
between the two countries, invoking Mexico 
at the same time.

“ Diming the coming 50 years an earthquake 
zone will develop in a North Easterly direction 
from the Pacific Coast of Peru passing 
through Panama and Mexico, through the 
Northern States and Canada to the Arctic re
gions.

“ Eastern Cities of North America such as 
Washington, New York, Buffalo, Boston and 
Toronto will be seriously affected and a\con
siderable part of NEW  YO RK  W ILL BE 
DESTROYED. A nezv ridge or belt o f1 land 
zvill appear in the North Atlantic zvhich zvill 
so cause the Gulf Stream to alter its course 
that the Eastern States o f America will be
come subjected to intensely cold winters!”

(Note: The above prophecies, made in
1928, are particularly interesting this year, in
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view of the numerous quakes which have been 
striking the New England states).

We are indebted to a fine author, Henry 
Forman, for a collection of ancient and mod
ern prophecies which he has gathered into the 
famous book “ The Story of Prophecy.“ In 
it we read many o f the following prophecies:

“ After a sudden, devastating, lightning-like- 
zitar, France would collapse, to be reconstructed 
into a M ONARCHY with a King. That there 
are but six more popes to follozv the present 
Pope Pius XII. The prophecy of Nostra
damus that Paris ivould be completely destroy
ed in 1999 by a strange people from the 
North.”

Nostradamus’ famous prophecy o f England 
is well-worth reading. He wrote it in the 
16th Century:

“ The great empire of England 
Will be all powerful for more than three 

centuries;
Great armies zvill traverse land and sea, 
The Portuguese will not rejoice thereat."

England, in Nostradamus’ time, was a 
lesser power. The destruction of the Spanish 
Armada which established England’s sea 
power took place in 1588. The Portuguese, 
so dominant a power in Europe and through
out the world, were eclipsed as England rose 
to power . . . 1951 is established as the year 
ending England’s great empirical power for 
many believe that this country’s rapid growth 
of empire began in 1651.

Another quatrain or prophecy of Nostra
damus which deals with France and England 
when it is unravelled and interpreted, reads

“ The Celtic nation should dread the hour 
The northern naval pozver zvill too deeply 

involve it.”
To the recent Pope, Pius X who died in 

1914, is attributed a fateful proohecy. In the 
midst of an audience he was giving in 1909, 
he suddenly fell into a mysterious sleep, a sort 
o f trance. Upon emerging from it, he cried 
out

“ IVhat I see is terrifying! Will it be my
self ? Will it be my successor? What is cer
tain is, that the Pope zvill quit Rome and in 
leaving the Vatican he will have to zvalk over 
the dead bodies of his priests.’ ’

Another prophet has calculated that the 
years from 1942 to 1954 will be peaceful 
years, with constitutional monarchy and mod

erate republicanism'— an international breath
ing spell.

Interesting, indeed, is the famous prophecy 
in fiction form by H. G. Wells. He predicted 
the outbreak of a European war for 1940, 
“ when a Nasi in the Danzig railway station 
shoots a Pole through a carriage window.” 
When we realize that the European War began 
in September 1939, that it started with the 
Nazis shooting the Poles, we cannot help but 
commend Mr. Wells upon his superb fore
sight and intuitive grasp of future events'!

Compared with M'r. Wells’ picture of the 
complete destruction of our present civiliza
tion, arrived at by his peculiar ratiocination, 
during the forties and fifties, the Astrologers, 
far more light-hearted, present us with the 
flattering unction of hope.

According to Pyramid prophecy “ the seven
teen years to follow 1936 (until August, 1953) 
loom fateful and big with events of vast sig
nificance for the human race. During that 
period are to take place the Judging of The 
Nations and the awe-inspiring climax of 
Armageddon. The Stone Kingdom, which is 
Great Britain, and not excluding the United 
States, is to restore Israel to the ancient soil 
of Palestine, whence it had spread over the 
globe. The age of turbulence will be over 
and 1953 is to usher in a period of Recon
struction after demolition, culminating in a 
sort of Sabbath and breathing spell for hu
manity before entering upon a new age be
yond our present conception.

Wing Anderson, in his interesting book “ 7 
Years That Change The World” has compiled 
many prophecies that deal with our present 
time. Mother Shipton’s famous prophecy is 
given:

“ When pictures look alive, with movements 
free (Motion pictures)

When ships, like fishes, swim beneath the 
sea (Submarines)

When men, outstripping birds, can soar 
the sky (Aviation)

Then half the zvorld. deep-drenched in 
blood,

Shall die.”
Mother Shipton wrote her prophecies in the 

15th century. Did she foresee Hitler and 1940 
when she wrote
“ An APE shall appear in a leap year (1940) 

That shall put all womankind in fear;
And Adam’s make shall be disputed;
And Roman faith shall be uprooted,
And England zvill hern round.”
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Joanna Southco-tt, another English prophe
tess, made many prophecies in the 18th and 
19th century, of Britain’s present plight. It is 
said that many of her writings were placed 
in a box which is to be opened at a time of 
great national danger, in the presence of 
twenty-four bishops of the Church of England 
and twenty-four believers in her own divine 
inspiration. It is said that nothing but the 
advice given in the prophet’s writings can save 
England. The bishops sent for the box in 
1918 but since they refused to abide by the 
conditions prescribed for the opening, the cus
todians refused permission to break the seals. 
We await the unsealing of her prophecies.

In 1600, a monk named Brother John 
wrote the following prophecy:

“ The real Antichrist will he a German mon
arch zvho will invoke God and give himself 
out as his messenger. This prince of lies zvill 
represent himself as the arm of the Most High, 
sent to chastise corrupt peoples. His spies will 
over-run the earth and will reveal to him the 
secrets of the mighty. He zvill have men in 
his pay zuho zvill maintain and undertake to 
prove his celestial mission. A zvar zvill furnish 
him zuith the opportunity of throzuing o ff the 
mask. After tzuo weeks the world will recogr 
nize that the zuar he originated against the 
French nation is of universal character. Not 
only all Christians and Mohammedans but 
other more distant peoples zvill be involved. 
Annies zvill be enrolled from the four quarters 
of the globe. By the third zveck, the angels 
will have opened the minds of men who zvill 
perceive that this man is the personification 
of evil, and they zvill all become his slaves if 
they do not destroy this conqueror. Anti
christ zvill be recognized by these tokens: He 
zvill massacre the priests, the women,' the chil
dren and the aged. H e zvill shozv no mercy, 
but will pass torch in hand, like the barbarians 
of old. His zvords will be those of a Christian 
but his actions will resemble those of Nero 
and t''c Roman persecutors. H e zvill liaz’e an 
eagle in his arms and there zvill also be an 
eagle in the anus of his confederate, an
other monarch. The latter zvill be a Christian 
and zvill die from the malediction of the Pope 
zuho zvill be elected at the commencement of 
the reign of evil. Priests and monks zvill no 
longer confess and absolve the combatants for 
they will be fighting. The Pope zvill proclaim 
that those who die fighting zvill rest in a state 
of grace and zvill ascend to heaven like the 
martyrs. The Bull which zvill proclaim these 
things zvill create a great sensation. It zvill 
revive the courage of the foes of Antichrist,

it will be necessary to kill more than Rozpe 
has ever contained. It zvill take the combined 
efforts of all his antagonists, because France, 
England and Russia zvill not be able to make 
an end of Germany without the aid of all the 
human race. Never will humanity have been 
faced with such a peril because Antichrist will 
have become a demon, which zvill have taken 
possession of his personality. Germany will 
hurl itself upon France which zvill soon be 
exhausted but for the aid of England. Ger
many will make a surprise attack on France 
and zvill invade the land. Germany zvill find 
itself forced to relinquish its hold upon France 
in order to fight Russia, zvhereupon France, 
in giving aid to Russia, zvill pursue the Anti
christ into his ozvn land. The battles fought 
up to that time will be as nothing compared 
to those which will take place in the counwy 
of the Third Reich, When the beast finds 
himself lost he zvill become furious. Anti
christ zvill sue for peace many times but me 
seven angels zuho march before the three allies 
zvill have proclaimed that victory shall not be 
given except on condition that Antichrist \bc 
destroyed.. The beast zvill lose his authority 
and zvill die in solitude and madness. His 
empire zvill be divided into states. Happy will 
be those who, escaping the terrors of this mar
velous time, are able to taste of its fruit.”  :

Brother John’s prophecy is remarkable in 
view of the trend of history during the past 
few years. Let us review some of his prophe
cies in reference to Hitler, Mussolini, The 
Pope, the present war and its developments

Hitler’s- remarkable belief that he is a Di
vine Instrument or God’s messenger and in
strument. His statements that lie has been 
sent to- reform and chastise corrupt peoples 
and nations, Elis strategy in- building Ger
many’s war machine. His spy system, which 
encircles the globe. The effect of the three 
week Blitzkrieg in the spring of 1940 wl]ich 
convinced the world that Hitler meant busi
ness. Hitler’s contempt and 'hatred of religion 
and the Jews which has dictated their impris
onment and' massacre. His peaceful words, 
his warlike actions. The eagle in his insignia 
and the eagle in that of Mussolini, his ally. 
Mussolini, the prophecy states, will die as the 
result of some Papal action— this Pope, re
markably enough, being described as one who 
would be elected at the commencement of the 
reign of evil. Pope Pius RII was elected to 
his sacred office in March, 1939. The world 
well remembers the beginning of the evil war 
in September, 1939. It seems from this, 
prophecy that Russia is to engage in the war
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against Germany. The word “ hurl” used to 
illustrate or describe the lightning-like war or 
blitzkrieg upon France is remarkable, to say 
the least. The comforting message concern
ing the end of the Hitler regime which con
cludes this prophecy is made still more pos
sible and believable when we realize that this 
prophecy, originating in the 17th century and 
dealing with the modern 20th century, truth
fully identifies the warring countries and even 
names The Third Reich (Hitler’s name for 
his present regime) as the country that will 
make war and be defeated.

In 1842, a German uttered a prophecy which 
is astounding. Fie told that when revolution 
begins to sweep the earth, we shall see the 
emergence of the most appalling of all the 
antagonists that ever stood forth to do battle 
against the existing order. This antagonist 
had not as then made its appearance, he said, 
but would emerge under the term Fascism.

In the 7th century a nun wrote another re
markable prophecy in Latin, a translation into 
the French being published in 1917 which ap
peared in the Almanac of The People, copy 
of which is found in the Library Beauchemin. 
The English version appeared in a French 
newspaper in Canada in 1940.

“ Listen, listen, my brother— as I have seen 
the terrors of the forests and mountains, fear 
has gripped all the people and never, in any 
part of the universe, has been such chaos. The 
time has come when Germany will be called 
the most bellicose nation of all the earth. The 
time has arrived when from the bosom of this 
country has come the terrible warrior who will 
undertake to spread tear over the world. He 
will come from the bosom of the Danube 
( Hitler’s birthplace) and will become a re
markable chief among men. Fie will gain 
victories on earth, seas and EVEN IN THE 
AIR because they will see winged soldiers in 
incredible attacks ( bombing and parachute 
troops) arising to the skies and throws stars 
(bombs) dozen over cities. There shall be gi
gantic fires. The zvar will be long. The con
queror will attain triumph toward the middle 
of the sixth month of the second year of the 
hostilities (France and the Lozv Countries fell 
in May, June of the year 1940, the second 
year of the tear) and this will end the first 
period of the bloody victories (we recall that 
with the fall of France and England's success
ful removal of her men at Dunkirk, the second 
phase of the war began and Hitler’s boast of 
invading Britain failed). He will say. “ Ac
cept my domination!”  while continuing his 
victories but his enemies will not sumbit. The

second pa! t of the war will equal in length 
to half of the first (six months) and zvill be 
called “ the period of diminuation.”  It will 
be full of surprises. Twenty belligerent na
tions zvill fight. Tozmrds the middle of the 
zvar the small nations will cry, “ Give us peace.” 
But there will not be peace for them. In the 
end there mil be body-to-body fighting in the 
City of Cities (Rom e) and it zvill be then that 
zee shall see a revolt among the women who 
will zvant to stone him, W e shall also sec 
great events in the Orient. The third period 
is most brief and the conquerer will have lost 
the confidence of his soldiers (1941). This 
period will be called the ‘period of iirvasion 
for just retribution,’ Then will be the last 
battles. It will be then that a warrior zvill 
appear zvho will disperse the troops of the 
conqueror w hose armies zvill be annihilated by 
disease unknown and terrible. The soldiers 
zvill be discouraged. The sceptre will change 
hands and the people zvill rejoice. Innumer
able regions zvill be fired and bloodied but 
zvill be saved by heroic defenders ( the bravery 
of London’s fire-fighters must be cited here). 
The region of Paris zvill be saved when every
one believes she is condemned to disappear. 
But the era of peace will arrive under the seal 
as two crescents of the moon unite under the 
peer of the cross.”

Prophecies of Nostradamus that deal with 
this Century and the “ fighting forties” are:

“A horrible zvar, for.zvhich Europe zvill pre
pare. The year following, there will be a 
plague so strong and terrible that young, old 
and animals zvill suffer. Blood, fire, Mer
cury, Mars and Jupiter in France.” He 
prophesies that the British monarchy zvill be 
follozved by a republic. He predicts the end 
of Hitler in 1943, 1944 zvitli the destruction 
of his empire.
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YOUR CHILD AND HIS HDRDSCDPE
★

IN LAST month's issue we 
wrote about wives and women in general, ac
cording- to their astrological affiliations and 
birthsigns. In this issue I should like to talk 
about your children,, from the astrological 
standpoint.

Few parents understand their children and 
this is reasonable when we realize that they 
are born of a different generation, in an en
vironment different to your own when you 
were a youngster. Each child, however, hues 
closely to its own zodiacal type although the 
various planetary positions at birth alter the 
sign’s expression in many ways. But, for 
instance, a Virgo child exhibits the Virgo 
characteristics and can be more thoroughly 
understood and appreciated when you know 
the pattern of his character. Since the char
acter, itself, is indicated by the birthsign and 
is then influenced for good or ill by the other 
planetary positions and aspects of the wheel 
of life at birth, you can help the character- 
development toward positive, fortunate expres
sion. For Character, after all, makes destiny.

' A family household can be a beautiful, edi
fying thing or it can be a maelstrom, a hell 
of conflicting personalities, and character-ex
pressions. I have often seen a young child 
drive those in the home frantic because no 
one understood it, could not handle the fierce 
vitality and waywardness that was exhibited 
by “ energy running wild.’’

A ries

The Aries child is born between March 21 
and April 20. You have a very interesting 
problem on your hands in this youngster! You 
might as well know from the start that the 
only way you can handle this child is to keep 
it busy and make it respect discipline. Do not 
let him be idle or he will get into quarrels and 
mischief. A state of constant excitement is 
sought for the mind is everlastingly busy. A 
state of irritation is always present that keeps 
this child on edge. He is inclined to be too 
sensitive, touchy, critical. This can be cor
rected though by cooperative activities and in
teresting companionship of an intellectual na
ture that keeps him busy thinking of and pro
ducing new ideas. These children are brilliant 
but they are so far ahead of you in ideas 
that they must know the value of honestv and 
complete integrity or they often impulsively

do the wrong thing for they act before they 
pause to reflect the consequences. These 
youngsters live in their imagination and will 
probably only learn from experience. Hence 
they get into frequent trouble. They are very 
proud. They love to do things for others 
that draw praise, love and appreciation, for 
tlrey are impelled to show what they can do. 
This is a creditable characteristic but is too 
often permitted to become militant; so that 
the child is inclined to bully others or want 
to be the “ boss.” Give the Aries youngster 
much love, let him respect your mentality and 
achievements of which he wishes to be very 
proud, give him work in which he can express 
authority; encourage him to express his ideas 
and imagination in some practical form.

T aurus

Taurus children are born between April 20 
and May 21. The old adage “you can lead 
a horse to water but you can't make him 
drink” is true of this zodiacal type. Still 
waters run deep and this character is never 
quite fully revealed. Stubborn, quiet, affec
tionate but not demonstrative, the Taurus 
child is a well of beautiful qualities that can 
be cultivated in outward1 expression. They 
need much love for the nature is apt to be
come jealous if the child does not receive af
fectionate attention. You must be careful of 
their companions and habits for they are; in 
danger of growing self-indulgent. These chil
dren can be very self-sufficient. They want 
to work with flowers for they love to make 
things grow. Laziness must be quietly dis
couraged. They appreciate the value o f money 
and should be paid for what they do but the 
money instinct must be watched or the Taurus 
“ Midas’ ’ qualities may become too strong. If 
the home and. family life is not congenial and 
happy, the child will be very difficult to handle 
because the natural instincts require a great 
deal of harmony, love and happiness in the 
environment. It is not easy to arouse this 
child but once aroused to anger, the explosion 
is deep and violent. Music must be learned 
and some early form of artistic expression en
couraged. They will work hard at things they 
enjoy but will be indifferent to that which 
does not attract or interest them. Hence they 
are somewhat difficult students. If unhappy 
at home or school they will gravitate to' some 
pleasing personality or outside companionship
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that may not be altogether good for character 
development.

G e m in i

Gemini children are born between May 21 
and June 21. You have a chatter-box, an in
veterate question-asker and curious little per
sonality in this child. These children will be 
interested in many things and can't keep still. 
They are nervous organisms that are always 
‘‘on the go.” Sports, games, puzzles, books, 
radio, things that provide speed and action at
tract them. They require a great deal more 
rest and sleep than the average child so see 
that they get it. Fresh air and sunshine are 
essential for their health. Awake, be vigor
ous in providing entertainment, interesting 
studies and hours when they absorb knowl
edge for they are born with the instinct to 
learn something new. See that they are con
structive in the things they do. Be particu
larly careful in their choice of companions and 
playmates for they are influenced by older, 
wiser children whom they admire. They want 
a close pal, however, and suffer loneliness more 
quickly than other children, if they lack com
panionship. They are very restless and will 
not find it easy to concentrate. They must 
be encouraged to follow a routine period of 
study each day for they learn quickly and 
easily but will not dig into things that they 
do not instantly understand or find easy. They 
will have many different traits and character
istics so keep them interested and busy at all 
times with a special inducement to ‘.‘rest, now, 
so that we can do something very exciting and 
intriguing when you awaken.”

C ancer

Cancer children are born between June 21 
and July 23. You will often find these.young
sters apparently living in a cloud or a trance 
because it takes them a long time, as a rule, 
to awaken to their outside world. They ab
sorb their impressions and may not “ give out” 
their reactions except when surroundings or 
associations are very irritating and uncom
fortable. They are fussy and very sensitive, 
easily frightened or easily inspired. The mem
ory is most retentive and the things learned or 
experienced in childhood influence the entire 
life for it is part of the deep well o f memory 
that colors future beliefs, development and 
ideas. Hence we cannot over-stress the great 
importance of giving the Cancer child beauti
ful, not sorrowful, memories ! The mother is 
a paramount influence for good or ill and the 
child will never lose a part of babyhood where 
she is concerned, but will always long for her 
comforting hand, her warm bosom. These 
children will be very resentful of any injustice,

selfishness or cruelty, despising and drawing 
away from elders who exhibit such traits. Do 
not let Cancer children be lazy for they have 
a natural inclination to let things slide until 
they are inspired to do something and will 
probably never do the things they do not get 
“ pepped up” or inspired about. Cancer chil
dren learn some things very easily, almost 
miraculously, while others will never be grasp
ed. They require a spiritual side to their lives 
which produces their own philosophy, so see 
that they have some memory of church and 
spiritual truths, but don’t expect them to- be 
too orthodox or outwardly religious. They 
love home and family so keep this phase of 
their life very inspiring to them. They will 
be giddy, serious, withdrawn but always a 
pleasure to you.

L eo

Leo children are born between July 23 and 
August 21. They are magnetic, emotional, 
strong-willed, proud. Easily hurt and injured, 
they demand a place in the limelight and can
not adapt themselves to neglect or lack of at
tention from others. They are born actors but 
don’t let them cultivate an excessively dra
matic approach to life or they will always be 
acting a part. They are self-confident and a 
blow to pride or self-esteem is very damaging 
to their poise and inner confidence. They must 
be taught to take disappointments lightly and 
net think too much of themselves. You can 
praise these children into doing things they 
dislike but do not let them feed too greatly 
upon flattery. They will overdo physically in 
things they love and enjoy doing. Disappoint
ment or unhappiness often causes actual physi
cal illness. Let them have a place of au
thority and command but do not let them be 
little tyrants or become too bossy! Give them 
things of which they can be proud, which thev 
can show o ff to others, yet on the other hand, 
you must carefully avoid spoiling them to the 
extent that they feel the world is “ their oyster.” 
They can learn that they gain through merit 
and that the world will smile upon them as 
they prove their worth, express their real tal
ents and modestly refrain from expecting ap
plause unless they have earned it. They need 
beauty, a fair amount of pleasure and amuse
ment, an interesting sport as a hobby and good 
clothing for they are very sensitive of their 
appearance.

VIRGO
Virgo children are born between August 23 

and September 21. Thev will be a nuzzle to 
you. Thev live in two worlds, their own and 
that in which thev happen to find themselves 
which is not usually a happy or altogether se-
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rene one! They feel lost and bewildered at 
many things. Their confidence and ego must 
be strengthened for they naturally belittle their 
own equipment because of the critical faculties 
of their sign. They may appear cold or un
responsive but this is because they are self- 
conscious. They have sterling mind and ex
pressive talents so encourage them in the dis
play of what they can do. They are eternal 
question-askers and do not discourage this 
trait for they are born to learn and accumu
late knowledge. They are usually serious in 
their studies but will not thrive in an uncon
genial environment where they are pushed back 
or neglected. Do not let them develop the 
habit of paying too much attention to minor 
details and thus neglect the important things. 
Pay particular attention to their health for 
Virgo instinctively worries about it. They are 
a combination of nervous and mental energy 
so that the physical body needs special atten
tion, including diet, hygiene, regular rest pe
riods. They should be given regular work and 
tasks to do for which they are paid pnd for 
which appreciation is given. They are miser
able if they feel they are mentally inferior to 
other children and must thus have a good edu
cation, frequent trips and experiences that en
large their store of knowledge. Cultivate 
their sympathies and affection for others but 
do not let them be too closely linked to sick
ness or sorrowful conditions.

L ibra

Libra children are born between September 
21 and October 23. They are charming little 
actors, reacting to anything and anyone with 
beauty, color and glamor. Provide this for 
them so that they are always attracted to you 
which helps create the sense of love and obedi
ence in their reactions. They are very sensi
tive, will aways challenge the underdog, the 
smaller child, the unfortunate ones. They are 
very loving so let them lavish their affection 
upon you but do not encourage them to be 
too demonstrative with everyone for they do 
not have naturally good judgment to distin
guish between good and bad characters due 
to their sensitiveness and reaction to beauty 
and magnetism. They are very difficult to 
handle and train when their sense of harmony, 
color and beauty is offended. Their food has 
to be just right, daintily arranged, colorful and 
tasty-looking! They need pleasures and amuse
ments but you have to be extremely careful not 
to let their sense of play dominate their de
velopment. They will neglect their tasks and 
studies for some personal interest or enjoy
ment, failing to finish what they undertake. 
They have to feel a sense of duty to help out

when they then work like little Trojans. Libra 
people do not do anything they do not like 
to do, which is important to understand in 
handling them. Develop their sense of ob
ligation so that they feel industrious and wish 
to work to repay a favor, a debt. They are 
dependent which is a warning not to let them 
feel that they can lean too heavily upon your 
shoulders. They need many interesting hob
bies, but must have early training of a busi
ness or professional nature to enable them to 
be independent.

S corpio

Children born between October 23 and No
vember 21 are Scorpio-born. They will be the 
explosive factor in your family! They must 
not be spoiled for the feelings lie close to the 
surface, and they will cry easily, be offended, 
cultivate selfish traits that make them feel 
they have to have their way regardless of con
sequences. They are strong-willed and very 
stubborn. They will never change their feel
ings or mental opinions, once they are form
ed, hence you need to carefully discipline and 
train them. See that they do not mix with 
inferior or unruly companions for they gravi
tate to the source of excitement, danger and 
adventure. They live for today’s pleasure or 
excitement so make sure that it is constructive. 
Sex knowledge is usually gained someyhal 
early in life and they need to be taught of the 
beauty of creation, sex and life so that its 
mystery is removed. This will banish its at
traction. The Scorpio child instinctively. fer
rets out all the secrets and mysteries about 
them for they are born detectives and cannot 
endure not knowing about things that are kept 
from them. This can be cultivated advan
tageously in giving them hobbies, interesting 
studies, scout work and other fascinating sub
jects which they must investigate, explore, 
learn and study, to excel. They respect dis
cipline but be sure that you are right or they 
will rebel in some violent manner. You can
not force them if they are not convinced. The 
impulses must be trained so that they have 
instantaneous impulses of right for they react 
to the impulse of the moment. You have to 
be strong, admired by the Scorpio child, to 
handle him. Give these children work to do, 
provide adventure and prospect of exciting- en
joyment in their spare time, keep them [busy 
under a watchful eye and all should be well.

Sagittarius
Sagittarius children are born between No- 

vrnbeer 21 and December 21. They are often 
problem children unless you understand and 
appreciate their rare qualities. They are shy,
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timid, very sensitive to every hurt or impa
tient reaction from others. They are instinc
tive, will retire into themselves or run away 
if they are not comfortable and serene in their 
environment. A gentle, very firm and reason
ing approach will gradually help them develop 
their own sense of conscience. They want to 
do right for that is their nature yet will be 
rebellious at the first hint of restraint or force. 
They are fond of play and should have much 
of it but -at the same time, their sense of 
responsibility must also be cultivated in a quiet 
way, so that they are happy at absorbing 
tasks that are active and exhilarating to them. 
They are quickly'bored and will not do any
thing in which they lack or lose interest. They 
have many moods, are loving and affectionate 
at one moment, offended or unapproachable 
at another if you have offended them, or if 
they disapprove of you. Their feelings us
ually correspond to your own. They should 
not be made unhappy by too much restraint or 
suppression of their natural love of freedom, 
exercise and the out-of-doors. They are wan
derers and will instinctively want to g’et out 
into the surrounding world. They are too 
physically alive and active to be able to con
centrate for long on reading or studies. Do. 
not spoil them by too much freedom but culti
vate their companionship, making a chum and 
pal of them. Give them music!

Capricorn

Capricorn children are born between Decem
ber 21 and January 20. They are serious, hav
ing old heads on young shoulders. They will 
be moody, retiring, self-conscious. They are 
not very sympathetic but will be dutiful if 
they feel a sense of responsibility. They should 
be encouraged to cultivate the lighter side of 
their nature without diminishing their serious, 
studious approach to life. They have a strong- 
imagination which is inclined to morbidity and 
tearfulness. Hence they should never hear, 
see. or read frightening things or be too close 
to the gloomy side of life. They gravitate to 
older people and an older child exerts a strong 
influence upon their development. See to it 
that they are companionable with some older 
chilcl who is constructive, kindly and capable. 
This stirs ambition to be likewise in the Capri
corn child. They are very ambitious to excel 
in anything they do and are often amazingly 
brilliant and capable in early years because of 
the strength of mind given by Capricorn. Give 
them much affection so that they are wanned 
and illuminated by praise and love. Do not 
let them cultivate a solitary outlook on life. 
See that they have congenial playmates and 
plenty of constructive fun. Provide a colorful

environment, be hopeful and optimistic about 
them, make the most of everything these chil
dren have, to enlarge their natures and re
move the gloom and pessimism which increases 
with sorrow or disappointments. Never break 
a promise or disappoint these children or they 
will expect it in the future and thus have lost 
faith and trust, not only in you but in life.

A quarius

Aquarius children are born between Janu
ary 20 and February 19. They seem very pe
culiar and different in childhood for they can 
be above the average in intelligence. They are 
slow to develop the moral sense of right and 
wrong and will be very irritating because they 
seem to go blindly or live in another world 
than that of your practical thinking and knowl
edge. The)' will instinctively know many 
things they have never learned and will be a 
constant source of amazement to you. They 
must be treated as friends and companions. 
They must give them a reason’ why, must co
operate and explain things to them. They 
want to do the right thing and will do so if 
they are rightly trained. Otherwise they may 
often get into trouble from doing what an
other does or from following the example of 
others. Whatever they want to do is right 
to them, hence the need to wisely train them, 
teaching them the laws of right and wrong, 
particularly emphasizing the consequences of 
penalties for wrongs. They quickly grow over
confident or superior for they are capable. 
Cultivate their protective and humanitarian in
stincts. Discover what they like best, the na
tural thing to which they are attracted, and 
give them that as a hobby or study. It will 
be something far different to that which 
pleases the average child, you can rest assured. 
You have to live up to these children and must 
provide them with splendid examples of suc
cess and humane achievements to which they 
naturally gravitate. Too much excitement 
makes them ill. These children love their 
parents and must not be neglected or left alone. 
Take, them with you, let them learn from your 
example. Watch your own step!

P isces

Pisces children are born between February 
19 and March 21. They are imaginative, 
dreamy, super-sensitive, easily frightened, o f
ten getting into the “ dog-house” for some
thing wrong they have done in a moment of 
forgetfulness or impulse. They, like Aquarius 
children, are not like other children which 
must be understood and appreciated. They 
live in another world, a dream world— peopled 
with things of their own imagination. They

Continued .on Page 39
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A pril  1 : Moon in Gemini. Good for sell
ing, orders, communications and correspon
dence, visiting. Keep busy, do constructive 
work.

A pril  2: Moon in Gemini. Mars enters
Aquarius at 6 a. ni. Confusing news, gossip 
and rumors today. Not a time for clear think
ing or good judgment. Be careful about de
ception and mistakes, accidents.

A pril  3 : Moon in Cancer. A  favorable
day for buying, selling, business dealings, 
communications to and from others. Good re
sults can be realized in personal and business 
activities.

A pril  4 : Moon in Cancer. Domestic af
fairs may be more important and pressing. 
A good day for finishing important tasks, 
home and family matters but dangerous for 
accidents, amusements, travel.

A pril  5: Moon in Leo. Mars opposes
Pluto today, bringing a wave of disasters and 
dangers. Avoid quarrels and trouble with 
others. Violence spreads at such a time. Avoid 
hasty action and emotional upheavals with 
those about you.

A pril 6: Moon in Leo. Probably will be
busy today picking up the pieces from yester
day ! A day for quiet planning and living. 
Nbt favorable for amusements or new activi
ties.

A pril 7: Moon in Leo. Not a day for
strenuous activity or risks. Plan a quiet pro
gram to avoid upsets with others, don’t at
tract disappointments or make rash promises. 
Health needs protection.

A pril  8 : Moon in Virgo. An exhilarat
ing day for business or personal activities. You 
should get things done today but be careful 
during evening hours, avoiding deception, se
crecy, risks with your personal welfare.

A pril  9: Moon in Virgo. Mercury op
poses Neptune today, bringing dangers to 
health and happiness, as well as to business 
and money interests. Confusion, rumors, bad 
news, much worry and many mistakes occur 
at such a time. Stand still and await develop
ments.

A pril  10: Moon in Libra. Better results
should be enjoyed today in work, business and 
financial activities. Personal ties can be made 
happier. Work to bring more happiness and 
goodwill into your affairs.

A pril  11 : Moon in Libra. Continue the
quiet, peaceful program of yesterday in har
monizing your different relationships.. Avoid 
mistakes by taking time to think and plan 
ahead.

A pril  12 : Moon in Scorpio. Mercury en
ters Aries today, beginning a new trend in 
world and individual activities. Avoid impa
tience, irritation and impulsive action but forge 
ahead, now, to get things accomplished. More 
excitement and quicker results are indicated.

A pril  13: Moon in Scorpio. Mercury
trines Pluto today, stimulating the mental ¡ac
tion and driving force that gets results. How
ever, warlike, dictatorial and blitzkrieg tactics 
will be sharpened and promoted. Good busi
ness conditions should develop.

A pril  14: Moon in Sagittarius. The urge
to be up and doing will now be very strong. 
Don’t be impulsive in your actions or spend
ing. Take advantage of the current trend to 
get things done, to take profits and improve 
your affairs so that you can take things more 
quietly later on.

A p r il  15: Moon in Sagittarius. Continue
the progressive, ambitious course o f this week, 
remembering that this is the last really favor
able period of the month for achievement.

A pril  16: Moon in Capricorn. Good
business and financial trends should now exist 
that are encouraging and profitable. Do your 
work with vigor and get things clone ahead 
of time.

A pril  17: Moon in Capricorn. Employ
ment and business trends are more promising. 
You should be successful in your activities. 
A favorable social trend is developing that 
can be happy and inspiring.

A pril  18: Moon in Aquarius. Although
a good business and financial trend exists to
day, be cautious about quarrels and accidents. 
Health-strain will develop if you overdo.
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A pril 19: Moon in Aquarius. Venus is
conjunction the Sun today, stimulating- for 
good luck and victory over different condi
tions. However, there are restricting trends 
that are not happy for friendships or domestic 
matters, health or income. Avoid new ven
tures for they will bring loss or trouble.

A pril 20 : Moon in Pisces. Sun enters
Taurus today, changing the trend toward fi
nances, property and personal affairs which 
grow more troubled and upsetting. Be con
servative about spending.

A pril 28: Moon in Gemini. Mercury en
ters Taurus today but is upsetting for finan
cial and business matters. New spending or 
business ventures are unwise right at this time. 
A  state of crisis is pending in world affairs 
that should be carefully anticipated and ¡ire- 
pared for.

A pril 29: Moon in Gemini. Mercury
squares Pluto today, an aspect of violence, 
dictatorial power, crime and reversals. Avoid 
new propositions, don’t take risks with health, 
happiness or money.

A pril 21 : Moon in Pisces. Venus squares
Pluto now which is very troublesome and up
setting for happiness, health, money. World 
trends will be very much disturbed. Social or 
amusement activities are not favored.

A pril 22: Moon in Pisces. Sun squares
Pluto today, making it another adverse date 
for money, happiness, health, peace .of mind. 
World-shaking events are scheduled for this 
week.

A pril 23 : Moon in Aries. More excite
ment and activity is shown for today but nerv
ousness and impatience will rise. Be cautious 
about important matters, promises’, new activi
ties. Mark time as far as possible in all ac
tivities.

A pril  24: Moon in Aries. The program
advised for yesterday should wisely be con
tinued today. Get things done that require 
attention but await developments. Safeguard 
health.

A pril  23 : Moon in Taurus. Mars squares
Saturn, finishing this aspect on the 26th. It 
is brutal, cold, cruel, disastrous in effect. The 
utmost caution must be observed to control 
your own feelings. Don’t stimulate emer
gencies or bring things to a state of crisis. 
It is a day and night of violent accidents, 
angry upheavals, war. sudden sorrowful hap
penings, danger for those in positions of war. 
Heavy financial losses threaten.

A pril 26: Moon in Taurus. The Mars-
Saturn aspect culminates in Europe today 
which will focus world attention upon events 
there. Violence will spread, fear and sorrow 
be felt about many conditions. Harmonize 
your own affairs, keep optimistic and cheer
ful, as far as possible, live quietly.

A pril  2 / :  Moon in Taurus. A  day of
upsets and excitement, as the Moon is conjunc
tion Uranus, trine Neptune. More construc
tive work can be accomplished but a quiet pro
gram is still advisable.

A pril 30: Moon in Cancer. The Sun is
approaching a favorable trine to Neptune to
day which is inspirational and favorable for 
creative work, romance, health building. Do 
important tasks today to get good results. 
Prepare for May as you would prepare for a 
cyclone you knew was on its way—tor it will 
be a month of crisis and extreme emergencies.
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Sfatai ̂ Aôtmlc° n
T h e r e  a r e  12 signs of the

Zodiac, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, 
Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, 
Aquarius, Pisces.. These signs are opposite 
each other, as follows:

Aries Libra
Taurus Scorpio
Gemini Sagittarius
Cancer Capricorn
Leo Aquarius
Virgo Pisces
ery interesting to study the signs in

opposition to1 each other, for we find that each 
sign will be a composite of the opposite. For 
instance Aries, the cardinal, fiery sign is op
posite Libra, the airy, cardinal sign. Aries is 
the “ I am”  sign of the Zodiac. It is always 
“ first,” in the lead. Libra, the opposite, is 
the sign of the “ other fellow,” not the “ I.” 
It thinks of others more than self, while Aries 
wants “ what it wants when it wants it.” 
Libra’s life is bound up in others while that 
of Aries is the reverse. Libra’s tendency is 
to neutralize or compromise while Aries goes 
straight to the point without consideration of 
hurt. Aries has its own way or has nothing 
to do with things. Aries “knows best,” while 
Libra wants to know what you think about it.

Libra is the “ we”  sign, always including the 
other person. The urge for companionship 
is so very strong that Libra cannot work alone. 
Aries is the pioneer, capable of going any
where alone, restless under restraint of an
other, while Libra is the opposite.

Libra loves beauty and is active in the in
tellectual rather than physical (Aries) realm. 
Places of mental development, where art can 
be seen, where beauty exists, attracts Libra. 
Aries is happiest when on an adventure. Aries 
does not mind getting soiled or dirty while 
Libra shrinks from it. Libra tackles the hard 
tasks for the sake of the beautiful result that 
can-be achieved.

Aries loves a fight and argues for the sake 
of argument. Libra hates a fight more than 
any of the other signs. Libra is symbolized 
by blind justice holding the scales, illustrating 
the dispassionate judgment, ability to see and 
weigh both sides of a matter, on which jus
tice is founded. Aries sees no side but its own.

Aries and Libra thus possess the qualities 
lacked by the other. When both signs can 
merge so that the characteristics of each are 
shared, the middle or proper course has been 
reached. Venus, ruler of Taurus and Libra, 
and Mars, ruler of Aries and Scorpio, arie at 
opposite poles of the zodiac in each case of 
sign rulership. Both applies that which the 
other lacks. Mars needs Venus and Venus 
needs Mars.

Libra has independence but does not ag
gressively assert it as does Aries. Aries is 
more self-sufficient.

In Taurus and Scorpio we again find Venus 
and Mars in opposition. Taurus is the 
of the Builder, the sign of finance and

sign 
pos

sessions. It has a great love for beauty on 
many planes and possesses the desire to have 
things, to accumulate. Scorpio has equally 
strong desires, but is a constant reminder to 
Taurus (the money sign) that “you can’t take 
it with you” because Scorpio is the house of 
death and the hereafter.

In Scorpio, Venus, the love planet, is 
ject to testing and temptation for Mars 
Scorpio rule sex and generation. Tauru 
the kindly, helpful nurse who -strives to 
and cheer. Scorpio is the surgeon, ct 
through to the cause of suffering.

sub- 
and 

.is is 
cure 

tting.

In Gemini, Sagittarius opposite qualities we 
consider two mental signs, one (Gemini) ruled 
by Mercury, the other (Sagittarius) ruled by 
Jupiter. In Gemini we consider the lower or 
conscious mind which.studies, learns, observes 
and thinks about mundane or earthy things. 
Gemini reads and gathers information. The 
thirst for knowledge takes it hither and thither. 
It is connected with neighbors, brothers, sis
ters, relatives.

■

In Sagittarius we find an equal kind of 
versatility and the love of “being on the go.” 
Jupiter, the planet of judgment, directs atten
tion to bigger things outside the close environ
ment. Gemini leads in little things,- Sagit
tarius in big things. The signs are associated 
with knowledge and philosophy, truth and 
prophecy.

In Cancer-Capricorn characteristics, we find 
other interesting opposition factors. Cancer
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is the sign of the home and mother. It is 
connected with moods. Cancer reacts to the 
mood or feeling- of the moment, living in its 
feelings and emotions. The disciplining in
fluence of Saturn, ruler of Capricorn, is needed 
to develop self-control and self-understanding 
for Cancer, to avoid being ruled by adverse 
moods.

Capricorn utilizes everything, showing Can
cer that nothing is o f value but for the use 
that is made of it. It wants facts and sternly 
suppresses idle feelings. Saturn can utilize the 
excellent memory and intuition of Cancer. It 
takes Cancer out of its shell and stirs ambition, 
industry and imagination to achieve the big- 
success possible for this sign.

In Leo-Aquarius, other fascinating opposi
tion factors can be observed. Leo is the royal 
sign while Aquarius, its opposite sign is that 
of Democracy. Leo represents government by 
kings and royalty and dictatorship while Aqua
rius is “ of the people.” Leo rules “ descen
dants” (children) while Aquarius rules friend
ships and people, all children of man. Aqua
rius often cares more for its friends than it 
does of family while the opposite is true of 
Leo. Leo chooses its objects of devotion 
through the heart and is thus more apt to be 
disillusioned or heavy-hearted in disappoint
ment. Leo is a hero-worshipper.

Aquarius is the greatest of all character- 
readers. It knows people on sight, can see 
through them and their motives. He has keen 
discernment and although friendly by nature, 
is often considered a "snob” or is thought in
different to friends. The Aquarius type is 
more humanitarian and impersonal while the 
personal touch in Leo is strong.

In Virgo and Pisces, striking opnosition- 
charaoteristics again occur. Virgo is the sign 
of discrimination, virtue, analysis, criticism. If 
one is ill, Virgo will go back to determine the 
cause of the illness and put the blame where it 
lies. He will analyze and scrutinize, will criti
cize the sufferer for his mistakes, is very cool 
and practical. Virgo does not pour oil on 
troubled waters. It is more inclined to tell 
the truth about why a condition exists. It 
deals in correction of conditions that create ill 
health, poverty, lack of things.

Pisces, on the other hand, pities but lacks 
the practical ability of Virgo: to get things 
corrected. Pisces lives in the sympathies. 
Pisces does what it can to help the poor fellow 
who is ill or down and out but has no solution 
for a cure. Suffering touches Pisces very 
deeply and Pisces is thus inclined to get down 
on the same plane, carrying the burdens of the 
burdened, sorrowing over them. Pisces dreams 
of big things while Virgo knows that hard 
work and industry is required to get them ac
complished.

Thus the study of the oppositions in the 
horoscope is very important. Oppositions in
dicate a conflict between opposing character
istics and conditions. One is pulled this way 
and that. A  middle of the road plane can be 
reached through understanding so that all the 
characteristics of the opposition can be rightly 
used and developed. A “ Tug of War” exists 
in the persons who have oppositions. They 
are pulled this way and that, exhibit this 
characteristic and the ether, so that an unbal
anced state1 of affairs exists unless stability 
and poise are cultivated. Each sign is impor
tant in life and character. All their qualities 
can be strengthened and balanced so that all 
are harmoniously expressed.

MUNDANE ASTROLOGY
In studying coming events that affect the 

earth, we use Mundane Astrology. Celestial 
phenomena with which it deals is divided into 
two classes, those taking place every year and 
those that happen at longer intervals, such as 
the Jupiter-Saturn, Jupiter-Uranus and other 
major conjunctions of 1941, which rarely 
occur.

Mundane Astrology is used very success
fully to. predict and foresee the trend of things 
to come. It is a curious and interesting fact 
to consider that in cases of major Biblical 
prophecies where earth-events are foretold that 
references always exist to the state of the 
heavens to the earth.

“ The Sun shall be darkened . . . !” “ The 
Moon shall not give her light . . . ” “ The 
stars shall fall from heaven . . . ” “ the powers 
of the heavens shall be shaken . . . ”

It cannot be denied that the earth’s weather 
is caused by the Moon, Sun and planets. The 
state of conditions upon the earth is also’ in-
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flueneed by its relation to its celestial neigh
bors and1 the changing positions of the mighty 
heavenly bodies which alter the tidal pull and 
gravitational pull upon the earth.

In Mundane Astrology, we study the solar 
ingresses or four periods each year when the 
Sun enters the cardinal signs which correspond 
to the 4 seasons of the year. Lunations which 
occur every month when the Sun and Moon 
are together in the same sign, which rule for 
the ensuing period til the next Lunation, Solar 
and Lunar eclipses.

A great deal of comment and inquiry has 
arisen this year about the new comet which 
has been discovered, due to be most prominent 
in January. Comets have always held the 
place in history as an omen of evil. Regard
less of wise scoffing that they portend noth
ing, it is hardly reasonable to think that a 
new force of energy in our neighborhood and 
along the earth's orbit, being drawn to the Sun. 
does not disturb the atmosphere and solar sys
tem. The order and harmony is disturbed and 
altered by the new visitor from outer space, 
with subsequent effects upon earth.

It has been found that times when large 
comets made their appearance, correspond to 
periods on earth when great calamities and 
catastrophes have occurred. They incite heat
ed and turbulent conditions in the atmosphere, 
reflected in conditions among mankind.

It is said that a comet appearing in the east 
signifies the rising of some, eminent law-giver. 
In the midheaven, some prominent king, but 
serious trouble when in the west.

We are told by great writers that “comets 
and fiery signs in the heavens are wont to be 
the forerunners of great changes in the 
world.”

We will remember the strange, new cornet 
which was sighted, visible from the earth, in 
1937, followed by the new-comer of 1940 call
ed “ Cunningham's Comet” and can easily com
pare current conditions on earth to that which 
comets are supposed to signify.

The long transit of major planets through 
the zodiacal signs is important in the study of 
their effect on world1 affairs and trends. 
Uranus remains in one sign of the zodiac for 
approximately 7 years. Neptune for 14. Saturn 
requires approximately 2 1-2 years to journey 
through a sign while Jupiter usually transits 
through a sign in 1 vear, while Pluto remains 
in a sign for about 30 years.

During the past few years, Neptune has 
been in Virgo while Uranus has been in
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Taurus. Virgo rules labor, agricultural, food
stuffs, defense forces of a nation, industry. 
Neptune's confusing, befuddling and disturb
ing effect on these things while it is in Virgo 
is well known by astrologers who have asso
ciated the present conditions of labor and in
dustry, defense, food, health and agriculture 
with its effect.

All times of history when labor upheavals, 
civil strife and revolution of the “ have nots” 
against the “ haves'’ have corresponded with a 
time when Neptune occupied Virgo. The revo
lutionary surge of the 18th century that pro
duced the American and French revolutions 
occurred when Neptune was in Virgo where 
it now is . . .

•Uranus, now in the financial sign of Taurus, 
produces upheaval in Taurus-ruled countries 
and interests. The economic structure is 
changed, political changes in governments and 
nations occur, and earth-shaking happenings 
alter the conomic conditions.

During the forties, Uranus and Neptune 
both change signs, entering Libra (Neptune) 
and Gemini (Uranus). Uranus comes to 0 
degrees of Gemini during summer months of 
1941 but fully enters the sign in late May, 
1942. Incidentally, ’Saturn also enters Gemini 
in May, 1942 so that these planets will center 
their energy in early degrees of Gemini.

Neptune enters Libra in October, 1942 but 
retrogrades back into Virgo in April, 1943, 
fully entering Libra in August of that year.

Great, world-wide changes will thus develop, 
occurring gradually and imperceptibly, but the 
new tide will nevertheless create far different 
conditions to those of the past or present times.

Neptune, Uranus and Pluto- operate on 
planes so vast and extensive that they repre
sent tue spirit of the times, are an indication 
of the historical period. Hence, to determine 
the spirit of our times, we can satisfactorily 
picture them by a study of the aspects and sign 
position of each.

The passage of Uranus through the mental 
sign of Gemini will completely alter the''trend 
of thought and education of the earth. Old 
philosophies are destroyed and left behind. 
The mass-mind seeks knowledge and informa
tion. Skeptical thought attacks tradition. A 
reaction against the laws, the events, the be
liefs, the politics, the conditions of the thirties 
occurs and people will fight to produce the 
nezv idea.

Continued on Page 40
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A  GREAT deal 
of progress can be made this 
month if you are alert and 
constructive. Venus moving 
through your sign of Aries 
until the 20th is especially 
favorable and helpful in stim
ulating good luck and im
provement in your life. Mercury’s transit in your 
birthsign between the 12th and 28th is also good 
for changes and increasing activity in your af
fairs. The month is far more uneventful. You 
can get things done with greater ease and good 
results. Your powers of attraction will be greater. 
Don’t be hasty and rash, though, in optimistically 
starting new things that are worthless or unprofit
able. Utilize the month as a time of achievement 
in promoting your personal welfare and improv
ing your general conditions of life. The month 
is good for personal activities for you should feel 
more magnetic, happy and capable.

MONEY M ATTERS: Financial conditions are 
generally good until the 21st when a series of 
adverse aspects form in the Aries chart that are 
adverse for money and business. New spending 
activities, investing or extravagance should then 
be avoided. You should prepare, earlier in the 
month, for any emergencies or sudden demand for 
money that could then arise. Heavier responsibili
ties will arise. The need for money or necessity 
to meet new obligations will be greater.

The presence of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus in 
Taurus affect the financial interests of Aries peo
ple moreso than others. Your financial affairs and 
state of security are approaching a period of criti
cal stress and strain when they will probably be 
your chief problem. Earlier in April you should 
have good luck and realize increasing prosperity 
but this is not true after the 20th.

Employment prospects are very good, especially 
during the third week. The need for discretion 
and care in business or working matters is indi
cated around the 9th when mistakes or careless
ness could cause loss. April is an excellent month 
for Aries people whose profession require public 
contacts and personal appearances. More vigor, 
personality and charm are emphasized and 
strengthened when Venus is in your birthsign.

H EALTH  IN D IC A TIO N S: I f  you do not
overtax your strength, the month should see you 
improving in health and appearance. It is a. good 
period for health treatments, new exercises and a 
body-building program. You will probably feel 
nervous and tense at times, however, due to the 
growing energy you feel that makes you impa
tient for action. The 9th, 22nd through 28th are 
less favorable health periods. You should be more 
careful about food and hygiene this month. You 
will probably be far more interested and con
cerned about your appearance and state of health.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: Mercury’s
transit through your birthsign is stimulating for 
moves and travel. These should be deferred on 
the 5th, 9th and other adverse days, however, for 
there is more danger of accidents at those times. 
Pleasure trips are apt to be more attractive to 
you but should be planned very carefully for 
trouble or danger is indicated from this source. 
Legal matters are more favored during the third 
week but are definitely adverse after the 20th.

FRIENDSHIP, SOCIAL L IFE : Friendships
and social matters will be much more attractive 
to you. Trouble through or with friends is warned 
of around the 5th, again between the 21st and 28th. 
You should be extremely careful to keep your 
friendships clear of quarrels or misunderstandings 
for some secretive enmity may threaten.

LOVE AND ROM ANCE: While more love
and personal happiness can be enjoyed during 
April, there is nevertheless a very quarrelsome, 
troublesome element shown of which you should be 
aware. Strain on the heart ties is indicated. 
Anxiety or unhappiness about some child or other 
loved one will be felt. This is more apt to threaten 
around the 5th, 9th, 22nd through 29th. Try to 
safeguard ' loved ones. And also avoid violent 
quarrels or troublesome issues that would lead to 
estrangements. Some financial strain is also apt 
to be incurred due to a friendship or emotional 
ties.

Favorable days. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 23, 24, 25, 29. 30

Unfavorable: 3, 5, 9, 13, 16, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28
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*

For Those Born Between  

April 20 and May 21 

★

I t  W ILL be wise 
for Taurus people to quietly 
and conservatively get your 
affairs in order, as far as 
possible, during favorable 
times in April so that you can 
take things more easily from 
the 21st on through May, 
when conditions are less good. Changes or new 
undertakings are not advisable because your af
fairs will be more subject to sudden emergencies 
or abrupt, critical changes. Your own state of 
mind and feelings will have much to do with your 
progress and happiness, so don’t let troublesome, 
trying conditions become exaggerated or intensi
fied. You should not take risks with your per
sonal welfare or get involved in financial and other 
activities with people through whom you could 
lose. More stress and strain will be felt in all 
your affairs. Your normal poise and general 
Taurus ability to “ take it” will be very helpful in 
holding you steady if you call upon your inner 
powers.

MONEY M ATTERS: I f  you can mark time
until late June you will find that an entirely new 
and very good financial trend then commences. 
April, May and earlier June, however, are very 
critical for business and financial matters. Changes 
must be avoided as far as possible. New financial 
activities are not advised by your stars, Changes 
through unfavorable happenings are more apt to 
occur. If you are employed, try to carefully avoid 
trouble that could cause loss of your position. If 
you are in business, adjust your affairs to condi
tions and avoid credit or other financial activities 
that could suddenly be very troublesome.

You will probably feel far more worried and 
pessimistic about your prospects. On the other 
hand, your judgment will be less good so that 
you could be tempted to speculate or take risks to
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make money. Expenditures will be heavier this 
month so don’t be wasteful or attempt to accumu
late too much that you do not need. This is not 
a time for changes or good opportunities, while 
later months of the year are far more promising 
for the majority of Taurus people.

H E A LTH : Your state of health is not favored. 
More danger of feverish ailments and physical 
strain will exist. Necessity to improve and 
strengthen your health will arise. A  quiet, steady, 
health-building program will be very wise. The 
more adverse health dates when sickness or acci
dent could suddenly occur or threaten will be the 
5th, 9th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th. I f  you use as much 
energy to build your strength and protect your 
welfare as you may do this month in worrying 
and anticipating trouble, all should be well.

TRAVEL, LEGAL MATTERS : April is 'not 
a good month for travel so far as Taurus people 
are concerned. However, changes, moves and tfips 
are more prominently indicated due to the posi
tion of Mars in the 10th house of the Taurus 
chart. Try to avoid changes as much as possible 
to counteract the troublesome conditions that are 
more strongly indicated. Secretive trips may be 
planned. Visits to and from friends or busihess 
associates are more probable.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : Try to cul
tivate congenial friendships this month. When you 
feel gloomy and melancholy or grow irritable with 
conditions, contact those types of people, through 
social life or correspondence, who can be inspir
ing and helpful to you. Don’t talk about your 
troubles, try to find someone to help, but contact 
the good friend who can be attracted into your 
life this month. Too much waste of time in social 
activities or amusements is not advisable. Do not 
be gullible, make loans or get involved with other 
people to any extent but be friendly.

LOVE AND ROM ANCE:' Your heart-ties will 
be strained during April. Try to avoid precipitat
ing quarrelsome conditions or crises where tamper 
or nerves could snap. Be adaptable for otherwise 
those about you will seem far less harmonious or 
congenial to you. Home problems are indicated. 
Be happy, yourself, and await developments ás far 
as possible. I f  that doesn’t appeal to you, then 
let Astrology analyze your particular problems in 
a personal, individual wav to know exactly how 
to plan, what to do.

Favorable days: 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 16, 17, 22, 25, 26, 
29, 30

Unfavorable: 1 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18,
19, 20, 23, 27, 28
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For Those Born Between May 21 and June 21+  *  4c

^ ^ P R IL ’S outlook 
for Gemini people is very in
teresting. You should feel 
much more ambitious and op
timistic about your prospects.
An invigorating force is be
ginning to develop in your af
fairs that can do much in 
freeing you from the limitations of the past few 
months. However, during April and May which 
are "emergency” months for everyone, when Gem
ini people, particularly, will feel very explosive 
and rebellious at any restricting conditions you 
experience, try to mark time so far as radical 
changes or new ventures are concerned. Be sure 
that you are right before you make the moves or 
take the steps that you contemplate.

MONEY M A T TE R S: Your financial pros
pects. after June, are indicated as being excellent, 
for Jupiter then enters your own sign of Gemini, 
which is a very stimulating, progressive influence 
that magnifies your ability to succeed and attract 
good fortune. During April, be cautious about 
investing or spending too extravagantly for sud
den emergencies are indicated that require money. 
Try to build up your resources so that you will be 
prepared for new opportunities later on. You can 
increase your earning power and find business 
more profitable this month if you are alert and 
hard-working.

Employment prospects are good. You Gemini 
people should make every effort to advance in your 
business or employment for this is an opportune 
time to do so. Do creative work, cultivate new 
hobbies, study and follow new interests of a mental 
nature that now will attract you. Take advantage 
of the increasingly good intellectual trends that 
are developing for you. to gain new knowledge 
that you can use later on.

Some change is apt to affect credit and business 
matters, but steer your affairs so that they are not 
adverse in result or consequences. Be cautious 
about making promises, taking on new obligations 
or making changes just for the sake of change! 
Remember this' astrological advice around the 9th, 
especially.

H EALTH  IN D IC A TIO N S: Your health may 
be impaired by worry or mental strain. Safeguard 
your physical welfare very carefully, especially so 
around the 5th, 9th, 22nd through 29th, when sick
ness or accidents will be more threatening. Some 
sorrowful contacts with sickness or trouble may 
prove depressing to you. Gemini people born on 
June 16, 17, 18 should be particularly careful to 
protect health due to Neptune’s adverse aspect to 
you that is now in operation.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: Travel and
legal matters will now be far more prominent in 
the activities of Gemini people. Litigation is not 
favored this month on the 5th, 22nd through 29th. 
You could lose in such matters. Some contacts 
with lawyers or courts may arise that cause mental 
strain. Travel will be much more attractive to 
you so that you feel very restless and want to be 
“ on the go.” There is far more danger of serious 
accidents, however, which will require much more 
care on your part to avert them. More correspon
dence, study, interest in lectures or things of a 
spiritual and mental nature, contacts with people 
at a distance through trips or through correspon
dence, are indicated this month.

LOVE AND ROMANCE: Relatives may cause 
anxiety or sorrow (brothers, sisters, inlaws, espe
cially). Be congenial with neighbors and those 
in your immediate surroundings, for some lack of 
harmony or trouble will threaten these contacts. 
More actual love and romance can be enjoyed ex
cept for Gemini people born on June 16, 17, 18 
who are under a deceptive or secretive aspect of 
Neptune that is not good for love and heart-ties.

All in all, April can prove to be an excellent 
month in which to realize important ambitions and 
improve your prestige and position in social and 
business matters. Concentrate on this phase of your 
life but avoid secretive contacts, or anything which 
could be undermining to your happiness or future 
security.

Favorable days: 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18, 
19, 29, 30

Unfavorable: 1, 6, 9. 15, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28
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For Those Born Between June 21 and. July 23

lPR1L is always 
a very active, exciting month 
for Cancerians. This is due 
to the cardinal influences that 
increase your own desire to 
be up and doing and which 
also stimulates more energy 
in all your affairs. You are 
often inclined, however, to overdo in spending or 
attempt too much because of the momentary en
thusiasm that you feel. Avoid this tendency this 
month for sudden, abrupt happenings and changes 
threaten during the next few weeks. This should 
be an incentive to you to get important tasks out 
of the way and establish your security as far as 
possible so that you can quietly adapt yourself to 
conditions or situations that arise.

MONEY M ATTERS: Business and money
matters will be increasingly active this month. You 
should be able to enjoy a far more profitable trend. 
Spending and new credit obligations should be 
avoided as far as possible, however. A  sudden 
or unexpected strain on your income and financial 
affairs is developing which you will probably note 
more strongly between April 22 and 29 and again 
in May. You should now make every effort to 
strengthen all your resources so that you will be 
ready for the sudden emergency or change that 
could occur.

Employment is much favored if you seek work 
or have a position that requires your skill and 
energy. Work well and diligently this month. 
Good ideas, a strengthening of your imaginative 
and creative powers and more favorable contacts 
could take you forward in your work. Public con
tacts and more activity of a business or working 
nature is one of the most favored channels you 
can follow this month.

Make sure that new ambitions and desires you 
have this month are within your financial means 
or you will overspend. Let your own wishes and 
personal inclinations that require rising expendi
tures lie for a while, especially if credit obliga
tions would have to be assumed. This is one of 
the dangerous trends for Cancer people during 
spring months. Adjust your life to your pocket- 
book and be particularly conservative in connec
tion with friends or those about you who could be 
too expensive.

TRAVEL, LEGAL MATTERS : Legal papers, 
correspondence and contacts of a legal nature dould 
be more prominent this month, especially so around 
the 5th, 9th, 22nd through 29th. An element of 
fraud or secrecy could prove harmful to your in
terests on the 9th. Travel will attract marly of 
you and thus b e . more prominent in your plans 
during March and April. Business trips will be 
more important or pressing.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : It is ill this 
sphere of your life that more action is now being 
stimulated by major planets. Problems connected 
with friends and your own social position are in
dicated. Sudden estrangements or separations 
from others have been experienced. Your own 
emotional and mental attitude toward your friends 
and social interests has been changing to a great 
extent. Many different types of friends will be 
attracted, some Bohemian and exciting but less con
servative or good for you, others very stabilizing 
and sincere. Your struggle has been that of adapt
ing all these interests and contacts into a harmoni
ous whole. Social activities and too intimate a 
contact with friends will not be wise or favorable 
after the 20th. To stay in harmony with your 
planetary, pattern and avoid emergencies or strain 
on these ties, you will be wise to defer such matters.

LOVE AND ROM ANCE: A much more ro
mantic angle is shown for many of you. New 
love and happiness in romance and marriage can 
begin to be enjoyed. However, be watchful to 
safeguard the welfare of loved ones (in connection 
with sickness or accidents) and avoid quarrels 
about money or your other interests, for this will 
threaten many Cancerian marriages and love af
fairs. You are rapidly approaching certain plane
tary aspects that will bring a state of crisis into 
any strained, unhappy or insecure conditions you 
are experiencing. Keep every tie free of strain 
and misunderstanding.

Favorable days: 4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 27

Unfavorable: 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 20, 23,
26, 28
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For Those Born Between  
July 23 and August 23

V

A p r i l  will be 
a very decisive month of im
portant events and new de
velopments. Leo people can 
lose heavily or mark time to 
control conditions, according 
to your own discretion and 
inclinations. This is not a 
favorable period for progress or abrupt changes. 
You will have much emotional strain to control. 
Try not to intensify your troubles or problems. 
Get them solved as far as possible and you can 
thus hold your affairs in a more secure, harmoni
ous trend. The adverse planetary aspects you 
have been experiencing are ending, but your re
action to them is now more inclined to cause you 
to “ blow up’’ or encounter conditions that test you 
to the limit.

MONEY M ATTERS: Your financial pros
pects are both good and adverse during April. The 
major planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus are influ
encing that part of the Leo chart which is con
nected with prestige, reputation, credit, business 
and profession. Unwise ventures, risk of your 
security in new undertakings that appeal to you, 
abrupt changes in your work or business, are all 
channels of loss and trouble. Your security and 
position gets its real testing during April and 
May when sudden reversals or emergencies will 
threaten that must find you well prepared. Mark 
time, defer important decisions, adapt yourself to 
those changes that are beyond your power to con
trol. You can thus direct the trend now being 
felt in your affairs without permanent loss or seri
ous consequences.

Employment is favored if you seek a position 
or have interesting work that appeals to you. How
ever, the very restless, upsetting energy you now 
feel is not stable so that many Leo people will 
experience ups and downs in their work. Be care
ful not to attract enmity and misunderstandings. 
Be sure that what you attempt to do this month

is within the bounds of reason and does not neces
sitate personal or financial risks.

H EALTH  IN D ICATIO N S: Health indica
tions are not good. There is increasing danger of 
accidents, quarrels and physical strain that could 
cause sickness or imperil your welfare. Leo peo
ple suffer intensely when they are unhappy and 
emotionally upset. This is one of the chief con
tributing factors to illnesses that you experience. 
Be careful not to overstrain the heart and back 
this month. Be particularly conservative in diet, 
follow a quiet health-building program and take 
special precautions to protect your welfare and that 
of loved ones, on the 5th, 9th, 21 through 29th.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: Defer travel 
plans as far as possible. I f  this cannot be done, 
then remember the accident-warning and use good 
judgment in your method of transportation or in 
risks that are incurred. Don’t take chances with 
your welfare. In connection with legal matters, 
April and May could bring serious trouble to Leo 
people who are not discreet or who encounter d iffi
culties with others. It is certainly not a time in 
which to seek favors and consideration in law or 
court activities. An element of opposition and 
enmity will emphasize this quarrelsome period of 
strife. You are now more apt to make mistakes.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : A  very-
happy and congenial trend will develop in these 
matters during summer months. Until then, you 
are apt to be less .happy with other people or en
counter quarrels and misunderstandings. Try to 
hold the ties you have if they are at all congenial. 
In business relationships there is much danger of 
trouble and strife.

LOVE AN D  ROMANCE: Your feelings may
be hurt so that you feel alone, neglected, emotion
ally disturbed. This is not a time to expect a 
great deal of love and affection but is a time to 
GIVE IT, to overlook misunderstandings, to deal 
patiently with those about you. Marriage will be 
an arena of quarrels, strife or anxiety. Safeguard 
the welfare of loved ones. Don’t let quarrels be 
precipitated. Control your temper for you will 
feel much more angry, abused and disturbed by 
others. Refuse to let estrangements occur. The 
breaking up of many old ties could now occur 
through quarrels or other happenings that affect 
others. You can enjoy happy correspondence, can 
pour oil on troubled waters and greatly alleviate 
these conditions if you determine to do so. In new 
romance, Leo people have the warning of strife 
or trouble so don’t depend too much upon those 
coming into your life until July and thereafter.

Favorable days: 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 26 
Unfavorable: 1, 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20, 21,

24, 25, 28, 29
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For Those B om  Between August 23 and September 21

T h e  happen
ings affecting your life this 
month are apt to be in rela
tion to those about you. More 
cooperation a n d goodwill 
should be cultivated so that 
you get along well with them.
Be patient as you await de
velopments, for this is the Virgo trend during 
April. Many important connections can be form
ed, but on the other hand, changes that arise 
through that which happens to others can alter 
your own plans or affect your own position in life. 
Hence the necessity to quietly build up your fi
nancial resources and strength so that you are 
ready for any emergencies that could cause tem
porary confusion or problems.

MONEY M A TTE R S: Money interests for
Virgo people now seem to depend upon the good 
or ill fortune of others. You should be very con
servative so far as your own spending or new 
ventures are concerned. An excellent financial 
trend is indicated that should improve your fi
nancial resources, between the 13th and 20th. On 
the 5th, 9th, 21st through 29th deceptive schemes 
or propositions, loans or other business dealings 
are not good. Loss or reversal will then threaten. 
Keep your plans under control so that others can
not cause permanent loss for yourself. Matters 
connected with insurance, deaths, partnerships and 
agreements between yourself and others will be 
much more prominent during April, so far as 
Virgo people are concerned.

Employment could be a problem for Mars will 
activate this part of the Virgo chart for April. It 
is stimulating for improving your position or se
curing employment, between the 12th and 20th; 
otherwise, at adverse times, radical, abrupt changes 
could suddenly affect your own position. At any 
rate, you may then feel very uncertain about your 
job, could grow angry and dissatisfied with it 
and thus make an unwise change or lose it. The 
5th, 9th, 21st through 29th will be no time in 
which to make permanent or good decisions about 
your work, which is always one of Virgo’s chief 
interests and problems! Be ready to do your 
work, respond to any call upon your strength or 
ability and don’t force issues.

H EALTH  IN D IC A TIO N S: Health prospects 
for April are not altogether good due to nervous 
tension and irritation. Keep calm, follow a normal 
and wise health program, be watchful, especially, 
in your diet. Overwork, feverish tension and nerv
ousness will exist. Don’t overdo physically, if this 
is possible to avoid. Since you must attract your 
success or opportunities this month, be cooperative 
in every way with those about you. Rest as much 
as possible in your spare time.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: Virgo peo
ple born on September 17, 18, 19, 20 should now 
be very careful to avoid legal entanglements or 
trouble for Neptune’s transit across your Sun is 
harmful to your prospects. Legal matters, for all 
Virgo people during April, are distinctly unwise 
for you could lose. Some legal problem or activity 
connected with lawyers or courts, may arise. Legal 
papers and new agreements with others should not 
be signed at adverse times this month, for a trend 
of trouble and disagreements is shown.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : Both good 
and unfavorable trends exist in this phase of your 
life. I f  you can get along with others and remain 
congenial with them, you should feel enthusiastic 
about your friends and social contacts. But on the 
whole, April is not a month for pleasures and 
social activities. Your work, health and personal 
affairs will require more attention and considera
tion. Have your fun during good periods of 
March and get down to business, as it were, in 
April.

LOVE AND ROM ANCE: Marriage is; very
probable for many Virgo people during April. 
You will have to be more patient and understand
ing with people you care for. Your own feelings 
are apt to be depressed and worried, for Virgo 
people cannot be happy if you are concerned about 
things. The happiest period in April, for Love, 
romance and marriage, gains and good i luck 
through others, is during the third week, between 
the 13th and 20th. At other times, try to live 
quietly, avoid or control emotional strain and be 
of service, in helping, advising and cooperating 
with those about you.
Favorable days: 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 18, 19, 20, 29
Unfavorable: 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24,

25, 27, 28. 30
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For Those Born Between

September 21 and October 23 

★

You may feel
that you are on a “ see-saw” 
or merry-go-round this month 
due to the many stirring 
events and conditions that are 
indicated. Just keep yourself 
balanced amidst all the ex
citement and don’t act pre
cipitously. You can be a helpful, inspiring force 
in your environment and associations and thus help 
protect your own interests and resources. Too 
much pleasure, enjoyment, waste of time,- money 
or energy will be very harmful and must be 
avoided.

MONEY M ATTERS: Your financial pros
pects are generally very good if you can avoid 
loss in connection with other people. This will 
be a problem, however, for their fortunes will af
fect your own. Be watchful not to let others im
pose upon you or misrepresent business and money 
matters. Some sudden drain in finances will 
threaten during April and May which necessitates 
wise preparation to meet it. Hence a budget plan 
for spending will be essential. Investments or 
speculation will be more attractive but don't take 
chances with money to make more.

Business and employment indications are good 
although the 9th is adverse for your work, due to 
your own unrest or to some enmity or inharmony 
about you. You should endeavor to finish impor
tant tasks and get things out of the way by the 
21st so that you can then take things much more 
easily and quietly. Business dealings with other 
people, partnerships and gain through others which 
you may anticipate will be very adversely affected 
late in April, around the 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 
25th, 28th.

H EALTH  IN D IC A TIO N S: You may feel
more nervous and worried about your state of 
health. A  good diet and health-building program 
is advisable to sustain your strength and relieve 
nervous tension. Too much excitement in play 
or sports is not advisable. Worry about others 
will be stronger so that moodiness and despondency 
could be harmful to your welfare. April and May 
are “ sickness and accident” months but your na
tural buoyancy and constitution can be very help
ful in protecting you if you do not overdo or ne
glect your welfare.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: Pleasure
trips will be more attractive to you. Visits to and 
from others may be more numerous. The danger 
of accidents is greater around the 5th, 9th, 21st 
through 29th, however, when these activities should 
be wisely deferred. Moves and changes of location 
or alterations in your working environment may 
develop. The period between the 13th and 20th 
will be favorable for moves and trips moreso than 
other periods of the month. Legal matters should 
be planned during this period, also, otherwise 
avoided and deferred to control the trend of loss 
through other people.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL L IFE : This is al
ways an important aspect for Libra people and is 
particularly so this month. You will want to be 
more active socially and could grow much more 
extravagant and careless. The position of Mars, 
this month, contributes to quarrels and trouble 
with your friends. This is particularly apt to 
arise around the 5th, 21st through 29th.

LOVE AND ROMANCE: You will want far
more love and companionship in your life. Libra 
people who like to play and have a good time 
will certainly be stimulated in this direction this 
month but should be extremely conservative to 
avoid quarrels or accidents.

Marriage should be much happier if your ties 
are at all compatible, between the 12th and 19th. 
The health, finances and affairs of others, how
ever, could cause anxiety or tension at adverse 
times. You should endeavor to harmonize every 
relationship you have that is congenial and neces
sary to you. This will help ease the strain on your 
feelings which will be stronger. The position of 
Mars in the “ house of love and emotions” for Libra 
people during April and May warns of strain on 
the heart-ties.

Favorable days: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 
29. 30

Unfavorable: 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25, 26, 27
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For Those Born Between  

October 23 and November 21

★

A p r i l  will un
doubtedly be one of the most 
eventful months of your life, 
a time when many exciting, 
stirring experiences occur.
You should plan your course 
very carefully to counteract 
any trends of trouble, strife 
or conflict with others that could arise. New ac
tivities or drastic changes are not advisable at 
this time. The Scorpio ability to be strongest and 
“ your best” in times of crisis, when you have to 
fight obstacles, will be very helpful to you. Be 
sure that you fight wisely and that you do not 
fight that which could be regretted, later on. Con
trol your own feelings, making this one of your 
“ good” fights. Fight your own tendency, when 
and as it arises, to impatience and expression of 
your unrest.

MONEY MATTERS : The slow and more de
pressing financial trends Scorpio people have been 
generally experiencing will greatly lessen later 
on. Now, however, you should try to adapt your
self to conditions and not endeavor to undertake 
the “ impossible.” This is not a good time for 
speculation or investments. Saturn’s opposition to 
you tends to slow down and hold back results, 
gains and achievements. Uranus is upsetting and 
fluctuative to your fortunes. Jupiter is inclined 
to make you more extravagant and have less good 
judgment in your financial activities.

Employment is very much favored this month 
if you can be adaptable and optimistic. The period 
between the 13th and 19th is one of the very best 
of earlier 1941 for securing a position or increas
ing your security in your work. Some very im
portant changes could occur that take you forward 
to a better position or help you attract opportunity.

A s t r o - D i g e s t

HEALTH IN D IC A TIO N S: The period in
April between the 12th and 19th is the best for 
health treatments. Follow a quiet health program 
this month that helps increase and improve your 
general strength and resistance. Illness is more 
possible under Scorpio’s present aspects, so plan 
accordingly. There is more danger of accidents 
and sickness of a feverish nature. Heavier bur
dens and responsibilities you have could be de
pressing and weakening. Don’t take risks that 
could increase the unfavorable health trend.

LEGAL MATTERS, TR A V E L: Neither of
these activities are well-favored, this month. Flea- 
sure trips or visits to and from enjoyable people 
can be planned between the 12th and 19th with 
more success or promise, but on the whole, the ad
verse aspect of Mars is a warning of accidents 
that are more threatening. It may be less easy 
to avoid legal difficulties or problems if your re
lationships with others are not good, or if you 
take risks that are harmful.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : More hap
piness can be enjoyed in this phase of youi life 
except around the 9th when misunderstandings or 
secretive conditions could affect friends. Social 
activities or pleasures are not favored at this time. 
Your dream of an inspiring friendship ancj real 
companionship will be more real to you ndw, so 
cultivate the types of friends and social life to 
which you aspire, one that is elevating, of which 
you can be proud. Business relations can be 
greatly improved, quiet social events enjoyed, but 
strengthen your own powers of attraction which 
are lessened at this time. Be yourself, kindly, 
magnetic and considerate, and all should be well 
in your friendships.

LOVE, ROMANCE: It is in marriagle and
emotional ties that you are likely to encounter your 
chief problems. Relations with intimates will be 
strained. Others may be cold and unresponsive 
or you may feel this way, yourself. Avoid emo
tional crises around the 5th, 9th, 21st through 29th, 
or trouble will be encountered. Try to safeguard 
the welfare of those you care for. You will prob
ably feel much more anxious or concerned about 
your own happiness as well as about others: This
is not a period of your life that is so fortunate 
for love, romance and personal happiness ,as it is 
for work, quiet protection of what you hkve and 
marking of time until conditions are such that you 
no longer meet the invisible opposition that seems 
to now confront you. Keep harmony in your 
family at all costs.

Favorable days: 4, 8, 10, 17, 18, 21, 23 

Unfavorable: 1, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15, 24, 25, 26, 27
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E sense of 
constraint and restriction you 
have been feeling about your 
environment, opportunities 
and personal advancement in 
life may be stronger this 
month. The tension and un
certainty will reach a climax 
in April and May which requires patient adjust
ment to things on your part, so far as possible. 
This is not a time in which to take risks and make 
drastic changes, nor build permanent foundations 
for the future. Mark time and await develop
ments. The spectacular and good opportunities ly
ing ahead on the Sagittarius thoroughfare are ex
cellent. You have nothing about which to worry 
if you safeguard present interests and avoid mis
takes— but this is far less apt to be done if you 
yield to your feelings or impulses.

MONEY M A TTE R S: Your financial pros
pects depend, of course, upon your business and 
work as well as upon the good fortune of others 
connected with you. You have good prospects for 
money interests this month although the 9th is very 
tricky and you could then make a wrong move 
that creates trouble or leads to financial loss. Be 
particularly cautious about schemes, propositions 
and investments at that time. Don’t let yourself 
become too blue, worried or depressed just be
cause conditions seem slow or obstacles are met. 
Attend to your job. whatever it is, and build up 
your financial resources as far as possible. This 
will enable you to be prepared for new oppor
tunities that come to you later on and also be ready 
for any emergencies in April or May that threaten 
your security.

Employment is less favored during April and 
May. Watch your mental and emotional attitude 
toward your work for you are apt to feel very 
dissatisfied-or refuse to adapt yourself to condi
tions or demands. Do not neglect important tasks 
for outside interests. Some events or conditions 
beyond your control could interfere with your em
ployment or duties. Harder work, more responsi
bility with less returns may temporarily be re
quired of Sagittarius people who are employed. 
Keep cheerful, be helpful and cooperative—  
strengthen your position in every way, without 
thinking too greatly about what you get out of it.

HEALTH IN DICATIO NS : Health prospects 
are less good this month. The physical, mental 
and emotional tension you are experiencing is de
pressing to your health and strength. Build up 
your vitality and resistance in every way possible 
to counteract this tendency. Live quietly and don’t 
take risks that could cause sickness or accident. 
There is far more danger of nervous tension caus
ing you to suddenly make snap decisions or abrupt 
changes, due to anger and lack of self-control so 
keep your poise! This is not easy for you dur
ing times of stress and crisis so take this oppor
tunity to cultivate it.

TRAVEL, LEGAL MATTERS : The urge to 
be on the go, to make changes, to alter your sur
roundings and improve them will be very d iffi
cult to control. Short trips, visits and correspon
dence will all be quickened and be more numerous. 
The best period for trips or changes is between the 
13th and 19th. Better not plan them for other 
times of the month for the accident-trend will be 
much more violent and strong. Be conservative 
about legal matters if they arise, and be watch
ful, particularly in communications, correspondence 
or business deals to avoid trickery or misrepresen
tation.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL L IFE : You may
feel more quarrelsome and mentally impatient with 
people this month. Watch your reactions in deal
ing with others to avoid becoming brusque, sharp- 
spoken or undiplomatic for this will threaten and 
could arouse enmity and conflict with those about 
you. They will be more irritating and less pleas
ant in many respects. Be discreet in expressing 
yourself, either in speech or correspondence, for 
you are now apt to act abruptly and unwisely. 
Friendships are good but don’t place too much 
strain upon them for everyone will be inclined to 
“ get on each other’s nerves” now. Read, study, 
take up new mental interests, express your creative 
ideas . . . this will help you utilize the feverish, 
nervous energy you will have. In all emotional 
ties, a happier trend will exist, with prospects of 
surprises coming from someone you care for. New 
romance could be enjoyed by you who proceed 
constructively and not impatiently.

Favorable days: 6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 26

Unfavorable: 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 25, 27, 28
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For Those Born Between  

December 21 and January 21 
★

A p r i l  win begin 
to bring very decisive condi
tions and happenings into 
your life that end many old 
trends and leads to new in
terests and prospects. A  state 
of emergency, a feeling that 
you are awaiting some unex
pected happening that helps solve your problems, 
will probably be felt. Since April and May are 
largely adverse months when the wear and tear 
of world conditions as well as of personal d iffi
culties proves very difficult for people to endure, 
try to avoid drastic changes, abrupt decisions or 
emotional upheaval. Live quietly, save your money 
and adapt yourself to conditions as far as possible. 
The time for advancement in new lines of activity 
and far happier opportunities lies ahead of you 
after May has ended!

MONEY MATTERS : Speculative risks, invest
ments and chances with money should be quietly 
avoided by all Capricorn people. Sudden gain 
in profit-taking and from past investments is quite 
possible at times yet the reverse is also indicated, 
especially around the 5th, 9th, 21st through 29th. 
Heavier expenditures are indicated at these times. 
Be ready for emergencies or new demands that 
arise. The general Capricorn trend for finances 
is good but conditions all about you will largely 
affect your own fortunes or success and security, 
so try to safeguard your own interests as far as 
possible.

Employment is very much favored. People are 
alert for the skilled, thoughtful, serious type of 
worker and Capricorn supplies this type of person 
moreso, perhaps, than any of the other birthsigns. 
You should adapt yourself to your work, attend 
to your duties, be ready to assume new responsi
bilities. You are working your way forward so 
do not despair at temporary set-backs or harder 
duties, but prepare for recognition and good for
tune, gained as you earn it.

Watch finances very closely and carefully, 
avoiding extravagance, quarrels and negligence of 
your real business and serious work, on the ad
verse dates given in previous paragraphs.

H EALTH  IN D IC A TIO N S: You will be wise 
to follow a quiet program of life this month to 
avoid nervous strain and accidents. Health need 
not be impaired if you do not neglect your welfare. 
Emotional strain, however, is indicated that could 
lower your vitality or give you a feeling of despon
dency and melancholy that is harmful. Any in
dulgences in pleasures or excesses will certainly 
have an adverse effect.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: More activi
ty and changes of location is possible this month, 
due to Mercury’s transit through the 3rd house 
of the Capricorn chart which lasts through the 
11th. Visits to and from other people, changes 
in the home location or surroundings, will be stimu
lated. You will feel restless and want to be in
creasingly on the go, as it were, moving things 
about, changing your ideas and inclinations, all 
of which stirs the urge to travel or plan new ac
tivities that require trips and changes. Legal mat
ters are not so unfavorably aspected for Capricorn 
as they are for the fixed signs, but controversies 
and litigation will now' be unwise, due to the in
justice and violence stirred by the Mars-Saturn- 
Pluto aspects of this month.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE: Your friend
ly relations with other people can be enhanced and 
strengthened during good parts of April, yet your 
own feelings and ideas will probably clash with 
those who are not compatible to you. This is 
especialy true in financial and business relation
ships, where quarrels and misunderstandings could 
affect your security and financial prospects. Social 
life can be enjoyed between the 13th and 19th 
but are not wise after the 19th due to disappoint
ing, quarrelsome trends that then develop.

ROMANCE AND LOVE: From April 20 on 
through May, a period of great emotional, tension 
and strain is foretold for Capricorn people. You 
will contact more sorrowful or disappointing condi
tions. You will probably reach a turning point 
in some important emotional decision . . . better 
defer making such decisions until you are favored 
with happier aspects that indicate better conditions. 
These arise for you later on. Keep the emotional 
ties intact that are valuable to you, avoid estrange
ments and coldness to or from others, don’t insist 
on recognition or demonstration of affection. Above 
all else— refuse to let yourself grow heart-heavy, 
desperate or too conscious of any “ lacks” 1 in your 
life. These are all being intensified.
Favorable days: 1. 6, 8, 10, 11. 12, 16 17, 18,

23, 28, 29
Unfavorable: 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 19, 20,

24, 25, 30
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A c f r u a n u 6

*  M 4* For Those Born Between January 21 and February 19

A q u a r i u s  people
will do well to remember that 
“ haste makes waste” and that 
cooperation rather than com
petition is the keynote of your 
success in life, throughout 
April and May. Don’t refuse 
to accept conditions this 
month and restrain your tendency to attempt the 
impossible. Of course nothing seems impossible 
or out of your reach when you get a fixed idea 
about something, but your ideas will not be wise 
or constructive during this period of the year, so 
take it easy! You can’t achieve the success or 
happiness you strive for when Saturn and Uranus 
are adverse to you, so ride through this phase of 
your life with conservatism and patience.

MONEY M A T TE R S: I f  you are constructive
and avoid drastic ventures that cause waste and 
attract disfavor, your financial affairs should be 
very good until the 20th. Thereafter you encoun
ter a series of unfavorable conditions that cause 
emergencies and critical happenings. Severe losses 
and reversals of fortune can be experienced if you 
are not ready to adapt yourself to them. New 
business ventures, spending or loans should be 
avoided. You won’t achieve what you go after, 
so mark time. Be particularly cautious in regard 
to property and possessions. See that they are 
insured, don’t go after credit favors or negotiate 
about these matters, for they are sources of loss 
or much concern.

This is only a time of temporary upsets and 
permanent loss cannot be suffered if  you don’t 
make mistakes and get sidetracked by changes or 
unwise decisions and actions. Employment is fa
vored if you can stick to your job and carry on 
as usual, but this won’t be easy. Take time to 
seriously, carefully study and analyze the conse
quences of things before you rush into them, in 
both business and personal activities.

Be very cooperative, patient and tolerant of 
other people this month to avoid disfavor or enmity 
from them. You will want to rush ahead and do 
things while others will be inclined to hold you 
back, oppose you or fail to cooperate. This could 
create tension and cause you to break away, in 
a business matter or impulsive financial move.

H EALTH  IN DICATIO NS : Health prospects 
are not good during April and May. More physi

cal strain will be felt, accentuated by growing 
mental and emotional unrest. Keep your physical 
machine in shape and don’t run it too fast . . . 
Avoid excesses in diet or pleasures and curb all 
indulgences that could intensify ill health or make 
you subject to sudden illness. Mars in your sign 
this month and next is a warning of feverish ail
ments and accidents which you can quietly side
step if you are careful and use forethought. Be 
particularly cautious in health matters on the 5th, 
9th, 21st through 29th.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M A T TE R S: The best pe
riod of the month for trips or visits lies between 
the 13th and 19th but even then Mars in your 
sign of Aquarius contributes to haste, accidents, 
trouble, risks. Better defer travel altogether, if 
possible, until after May has ended. You have 
plenty of travel and change opportunities indi
cated from July on, so why take chances now? 
Legal matters are definitely hostile and adverse 
so stay out of trouble and avoid litigation wherever 
possible, if such should threaten.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : You can
have excellent friendships and enjoy a quiet social 
life until the 20th, except on the 5th and 9th, 
if you are adaptable and congenial. Live quietly, 
however, so far as social events or extensive enter
tainment is concerned to alleviate the physical con
ditions you may experience. Correspondence, 
pleasant neighborhood contacts and family life can 
be concentrated upon and improved.

LOVE, ROM ANCE: A  more disappointing
or anxious emotional trend is indicated which could 
produce unhappiness in family and emotional ties. 
This ends, for the majority of Aquarius people, 
in June so that far happier, pleasant conditions 
then commence in love and personal enjoyment of 
life. Hence you can quietly adapt yourself to 
conditions that cause increasing emotional tension 
and unhappiness, in all your personal relation
ships. Your whole life is now changing, in a way 
that may temporarily seem adverse or trying, but 
don’t make the mistake of trying to change things 
yourself. Avoid separations and estrangements in 
your power to control. Safeguard the welfare of 
loved ones, particularly the family ties.

Favorable days: 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 18, 21, 22, 
23, 27, 30

Unfavorable: 1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15, 19, 24,
25, 28, 29
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For Those Born Between

February 19 and March 21

★

M a n y  new con
ditions and surprising events 
are now scheduled for Piscean 
people. Be ready for them 
for your road is slowly but 
surely opening into a new 
vista and horizon of oppor
tunity. I f  you are born on 
March 15, 16, 17 be unusually careful this month 
to avoid complications, mistakes and confusion, 
particularly in your contacts with other people, 
safeguarding your health and security. Things 
are deceptive for you now, so that your judgment 
may be influenced by your desires and past be
liefs.

MONEY M ATTERS: The majority of Pisces 
people are experiencing generally favorable finan
cial trends (except you who have the March 15, 
16, 17 birthdays). April should bring increasing 
financial activity with many prospects of gain and 
profit. The period between the 13th and 19th is 
very good for money, earning power and income. 
You should be extremely careful, though, about 
new expenditures or investments, for you will need 
money later on.

Employment is very promising until the 20th, 
although the 5th and 9th could bring critical hap
penings or loss in this respect. A  new position 
should be realized if you seek work, between the 
13th and 19th. Get your important tasks finished 
and out of the way, however, so that you can take 
things more quietly and easily after the 19th. Less 
good working trends then commence that could 
cause loss of position or in salary expectations. 
Some mistake or negligence will threaten, so be 
alert and vigilant. I f  you are tired, ill and de
pressed, the working trend of late April, through
out May will be adverse.

H EALTH  IN D ICATIO N S: I f  you are born
on March 15, 16, 17 it is advisable for you to

A s t r o - D i g e s t

quietly safeguard your health. You are apt to 
be worried about your welfare or find it necessary 
to attend to health demands. Worry and mental 
'strain seems to be the chief complaint of the ma
jority of Pisceans now, so that this can be largely 
alleviated by cultivating a new state of mind, im
proving your surroundings and enlarging your 
outlook. Be more cautious in safeguarding your 
health and avoiding accidents, in trips or wbrk, 
on the 5th, 9th, 21st through 29th.

TRAVEL, LEGAL M ATTERS: I f  you feel
unsettled and impermanently located, as you prob
ably have for sometime, this is due to the altering 
trends that are now affecting your life. Extensive 
travel and perhaps a complete change in environ
ment or location, are developing for Pisces people. 
Travel is not advised during April and May be
cause of the increasing accident and sickness trend. 
I f  trips are necessary, they are more favored be
tween April 13 and 19. Trips may suddenly ¡arise 
because of other people.

Legal matters are definitely not favored for 
the March 15, 16, 17 birthdays, for Neptune’s 
influence is such that enmity and disfavor are 
more easily attracted, while complications I with 
others suddenly reverse one’s fortunes, or expecta
tions. Harmonize all relations with those about 
you so that friction and litigation are avpided. 
Be careful in correspondence and speech, to avoid 
mistakes that could cause misunderstandings or 
legal difficulties.

FRIENDSHIPS, SOCIAL LIFE : Friendships 
should be much happier and more congenial be
tween the 13th and 19th. Social activities are fa
vored, but avoid those that necessitate rash risks 
or secrecy.

Correspondence and contacts with pleasant 
friends not seen for a long time may arise in an 
unexpected manner, but unfavorably so after the 
20th. Visits to and from others are more possible 
now. In love, romance and marriage happier con
ditions can be enjoyed if associates are at all com
patible. Relatives are apt to cause anxiety or 
sorrow. Keep all your relationships with other 
people, particularly with friends and intimates, on 
a congenial, cordial basis through your charm and 
adaptability. This two month period in April and 
May will be no time in which to contemplate 
changes in your emotional or domestic life, al
though sudden happenings may keep you emotion
ally upset.

Favorable days: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 23, 30

Unfavorable: 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25,
27, 28, 29
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IV hat D o You Think
Continued from Page 3

worn on the sleeve of his ‘followers and it will 
be an easy matter when they are transformed 
into a great army, which is Hitler’s aim, to 
transfer this mark to their hands and fore
heads and thus comply with the prophecy, ‘and 
he causeth all both small and great, rich and 
poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their 
right hand or in their foreheads . . . ’ This 
mark is not the correct Swastika but what 
is biown as the Swastika SINISTER the sym
bol being reversed. Whether Hitler fulfils 
the role o f the false prophet remains to be 
seen but his present actions, aims and remark
able inversion of the Swastika symbol are the 
outward signs of a strange and mysterious 
personality.”

J comomw ó ^JJeacllimeó
Continued from Page 6

fires and explosions occur that take a heavy 
toll of life. Assassinations often occur when 
this aspect is forming. Great care is advised 
during this time to avoid personal quarrels 
or crisis with other people, to safeguard your 
personal welfare. The world may be electri
fied by the passing of an outstanding leader.

If any period of earlier 1941 can be desig
nated as one that is very dangerous and criti
cal for Germany and the Nazi course of War 
II, this month begins it !

★  ★  ★

Psychoanalyzing . . .
Continued from Page 10

There is definitely a form o í insanity that is 
incurable in its advanced cases, which we do 
not very well understand. We know it is anti
social, we know that it is wrong, but we know 
that form of insanity to a marked degree has 
been present in all these persons who have 
drenched the world in blood. Genghis Khan 
called himself the King of Kings, the Son of 
the Sun, The Divine and went forth, con
quering the world, slaying half of what he 
conquered. In the name o f destiny, ripe with 
power, these madmen have overturned and 
overthrown great systems. After a time these 
systems have gone back to normal and the 
madmen have become history. We read about 
them and pay no attention to them any longer. 
The values o:f human life go on. The madmen 
connot change the destiny of the world ex
cept for the period of their own influence. 
Their values are not real and they therefore

cannot endure. The empires they build fall 
because they have never had the skill to main
tain them. You can gain or create ruthlessly 
but you can only presei've zvhat you have gotten 
by the use of intelligence. Hence that which 
is accumulated by the fanatic is lost. He is 
like the gambler who may make a fortune 
but will die poor because he lacks the vision, 
experience and common sense to administrate 
the things over which he gains possession. 
This is the weakness1 of fanaticism that it can
not survive the dissolution of the personality 
and cannot administrate that which it takes 
into its clutches.

Your Child
Continued from Page 21

are born actors, mimics, make-believers, so 
don't be surprised at preposterous stories. 
Don't be surprised, either, at alibis for they 
are very inventive. They must have their 
sense of truthfulness carefully strengthened 
for though they wish to do the right thing, 
they become confused and muddled. Their 
playmates must be wisely chosen for others 
who have a stronger will or idea that attracts 
them will influence them. Their ambition, 
will power, optimism and wisdom must be 
strengthened and encouraged. Do not let them 
neglect their studies, give them regular tasks 
to do that are not too discouraging, laborious 
or boring. Provide simple amusements and 
interesting but quiet sports. Let them learn 
to sing, to* dance, to act yet train them to be 
practical in some kind of work to which they 
can point with pride. They need to do crea
tive work. Teach them that they must fight 
to gain recognition, that they have to work 
for what they get and they will become very 
self-reliant, capable and industrious. Neglect 
this and they are inclined to become discour
aged before they start. Keep them enthusias
tic about whatever they are doing, until it is 
finished. Discourage any tendencies to com
plain.

YOUR WHEEL OF LIFE
You should have your own Personal Horoscope 
Wheel to use with your Astrology Lessons. 
Calculated from your own Individual Birth-Date, 
your Wheel of Life  w ill show the Positions, Houses, 
Signs, Rising Sign and all mathematical detail 
necessary to study your own Personal Horoscope.

Price Only $1.00
Send your Complete Birth-Date, Month, Year, Date, 
Time of Day, and Place of Birth, to:

THE GRANINGS
Box 791 McAller, Texas
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N atal Astrology
Continued from Page 26

Uranus was in Gemini at the time of the 
Revolutionary and Civil Wars. It has now 
reached the third passage through Gemini with 
another stage of evolution to be produced for 
the American people and United States.

Neptune’s influence upon humanity is mysti
cal and spiritual. The vague longings and de
velopment o f the nations and peoples come to 
the surface. , Neptune’s effect is produced by 
revolution. Hence the Russian revolution in 
1917-18 as Neptune journeyed through Leo, 
the sign of Royalty, the labor revolution as 
Neptune has been in Virgo (since 1929).

While in Libra, Neptune signifies political 
upheaval of the people led by humanitarians 
and thinkers. Neptune was in Libra at the 
time when Moses led the Israelites and pro
duced the Ten Commandments, giving a new 
law, a new structure upon which to base hu
man life.

People born in Gemini and the other air 
signs of Libra and Aquarius will get “ their 
long aimited breaks”  due to the stirring, rous
ing influence of Gemini and Libra, during the 
next decade, as Uranus and Neptune stir their 
natures into creative efforts and productive 
action.

Libra' has rule over foreign relations, in
ternational dealings, peace and war. It is the 
sign of diplomacy. We have every reason to 
hope and believe that Neptune’s fron sit 
through Libra will produce a new type of 
diplomacy, a new cycle o f international rela
tionships that strive to produce a just peace 
and new conception of world dealings.

Libra rules Austria, Indo-China, China, 
Tibet, Egypt, Burma, Argentina, South A f
rica. These parts of the earth will be agitated 
and subject to great political and national up
heavals. Neptune’s position, in Libra, will in
fluence the ascendant of the U. S. A. horo
scope where Saturn was at the time of the 
Declaration of Independence. This heralds a 
time of peculiar dvelopment for the United 
States, all of which can be foreseen as we 
look ahead with the light of Mundane Astrol
ogy revealing things to come.

B O O K S
FOR YO U R ASTROLOGICAL STUDIES

A to Z Horoscope Maker and Delineator............................$5.00
Scientific Prediction .................................................................... 2.50
How, What & Why of Astrology ..........................................  2.50
Your Stars of Destiny ...............................................................  2.00

THE GRANINGS
Box 791 M cAllen, Texas

Your
Financial
Prospects

Do you know the answer? If not 

Astrology and 

Alma Crawford Graning 

can tell you!

Your Financial Analysis $^00 
For a limited time only.... *-*

If you want Alma Crawford Graning’s anal
ysis of YOUR FINANCIAL PROSPECTS 
with her wise instructions and guidance 
along your money route, take advantage of 
this offer. Nothing like it has ever before 
been offered the public!

Send your birthdate (month, day, year of 
birth, with your hour and place of birth if 
you know it). Ask for Alma Crawford 
Graning’s "Financial Analysis.” This is an 
individually prepared horoscope outlining 
your financial prospects for the coming year.

SEND $5.00, YOUR BIRTH DATE, AND 
ORDER to

D k e

Bax 791, McAllen, Texas
Q'r a n m c y à



E a r t h b o u n d
Is there a strange, ethereal, mental cord that binds 

the consciousness of those departed from this world 
with those that remain? Are souls denied liberation 
after transition until they have communicated im
portant messages to their loved ones? Are the fan
tastic experiments of the seance room trickery or 
fraud, or are they the result of earthbound entities 
seeking freedom from the confining interests of this 
world? Is the human consciousness suspended for 
an indefinite period between the spiritual and earthly 
realms? Is psychic communication, with minds gone 
on, a farce or a fact?

S TR A N G E  H A P P E N IN G S
You have had them— everyone has. That un

explainable feeling of an invisible presence, that 
someone unseen was near or standing behind you. 
You have become suddenly conscious of your 
name being called— and yet no sound was out
wardly audible. These and innumerable other 
strange exp er ien ces  cannot be brushed aside as 
imagination or fancy. These occurrences are just 
as much established ph en om en a— manifestations 
of nature and Cosmic law— as the coming of day 
and night. In past times, men and women were 
willing to condemn to oblivion the m ysteries o f  
self— the psychic functionings of their being— all 
because a skeptical and bigoted material science 
scoffed at them.

Today is a day of frankness and so the Rosi- 
crucians boldly proclaim what they have known 
for centuries. The Rosicrucians (not a religious 
organisation), a fraternity of liberal-minded men 
and women, have dared to tear aside the veil 
that hid these facts about man’s inner life. They 
have seriously investigated those realms upon 
which religion cast no light— and which the super
stitious called magic. T h eir  results have been  
astounding. They have discovered what caused 
some men and women to be successes, how per

sonality originates and evolves; they have shown 
how in tu ition  and hunches are not just phrases, 
but are demonstrable processes of the human 
mind.

accept  t h i s  free  book
It is time that you, too, learn what truly makes 

for happiness and a ch ievem en t in life. Investigate 
the greatest of all mysteries— yourself. Write to
day for the free sealed book, “ The Secret Herit
age.”  Use the coupon below. It will tell you 
how you may receive for study, in the privacy of 
your own home, these age-old truths of nature, 
which have been preserved by the Rosicrucians. 
This invitation is for the sincere, and not for the 
idly curious.

USE THIS C O U P O N ------------------------------
S c r ib e  H .Q .M .
R o sic r u c ia n  O rder (A M O R C )
Sa n  Jose, C a l if o r n ia

Gentlemen: I am sincerely interested in a study of the
laws of nature, which govern me and my relationship to the 
world in which I live. Please send me a free copy of “ The 
Secret H eritage," which tells me about the Rosicrucians and 
the things they teach.

Mame.............................................................
Address.........................................................................................

The ROSICRUCIANS [ A M O R C ]  San Jose, California, U.S.A.
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Ifcttf Jqtyte in the £.tnï&!
What Do Y uni Stars Say For 1941 ? 
FOREWARNED !S FOREARMED!

“ Your A nalysis o f 1941”
WILL GIVE Y O U  AST R O L O G Y 'S  INTERPRETATION O F  YOUR STARS  

AND THEIR M E SSA G E  O F  H O W  THEY M A Y  AFFECT YOUR  
LIFE DURING THE CO M IN G  YEAR.

W H A T  IS THEIR M ESSAG E? H O W  WILL THEY AFFECT YOUR LIFE,
YOUR HOM E, YO U R  HAPPINESS. YO U R  FINANCES, YOUR  

EMOTIONS, YOUR FAM ILY. YOUR LOVE AN D R O M ANCE???

Y O U  C A N  K N O W ! Y O U  C A N  have this know ledge of the stars and their 
effect upon your life and the lives of those about you.

“YOUR AN ALYSIS OF 1941" will “Let the Stars Light Your W a y ."

ORDER “ YOUR AN ALYSIS O F  1941" N O W  and K N O W  the M essage of 
Your Stars. Thousands of persons each year obtain their Astrological 
Guidance from their Astrologer, A lm a Crawford Graning and testify to 
the accuracy of her predictions.

“Your Analysis of 1941”
Is Priced at $1.00 !  !

W h en  you order “ YOUR AN ALYSIS OF 1941" send along your most im
portant questions and let Astrology answ er your problems.

BE SURE TO SEND YOUR BIRTHDATE, w hen you order “ YOUR AN ALY
SIS OF 1941." If you  ask questions, be sure to send along a  stam ped  
envelope for reply.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO D A Y! Send your questions, your stam ped en
velope, your birthdate and O ne Dollar to:

T H E  G R A N I N G S
P. O . BO X 791 McALLEN, TEXAS


